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chibchiu

th6thair
childrenchildr to pray and to walkmalnmain rightlyuprightlyuo beforebembel bhetheenseneloyeloietoye lord

bettardbettart

chapter 1

introduction

from its inception there has beanbeen concern about the wayuaysay

television affects children studiosstudias have been done and articles
have been written on everything from television and violence to

what the very act of watching television does to a childchilds brain

suggestions have been made about bouhouhowbowhombom to ameliorate the negative

effeceffectseffect of television ranging frcmfromfram throuthrowthrom out the set to incorporate

TV into the normal school curriculum usually thathe suggestions

for houhowhom toitoatoabo best tap televisiontstelevision potentialts for good and minimize

its capacity for bad boil downdomn boto parents their attitudes touardtoward

tolsvisiontelevisiongtelevisionstoietolstole theirvision dunounown viewingvisaing habits and thair methods of con

trolling their childrens televisionteletelateie watchinquatchinqwatchinswatchvision

the

inq

church of jesus chitchrist ofoi latter1 day saints has always

beenboen a family oriented church As far back as 19311031 the lord told

thathe prophet joseph snithsmith that parentspanenparen haveibsItslbs a dutyduttydulty to teach tasirtnsir

in 19651955

the correlated family home evening was begun and sineasinessincesinca that time

thathe church has been sponsoring and promoting the program as a mayuaywaynay

to help family members become closer understand each other bettacbettar

and make their families stronger this program is anecueonenuenne of the

churches ways of teaching mothers and fathers to be better parents

theoretically if the family home evening program is having

positive effects on parents that the church hope3hopeshopeb it has those

s

in a

trolli nq

1
er

bay

aay
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adsd by church

authorities should also be doing more positivapositiveposi thingstiva in ro-

tation to their childrens television than parents who do not

the purpose of this study is to determine the attitudes of

mormonscormons toward television and the types of

parents ubomhowhomhd hold family home evening as outlinoutlinadoutlinsdoutlined

control they use for

their childrens television and to examine the relationships of

those attitudes and practices toitoibo the attitudes they have bouardtouardtowardboward

family home evening and tha types of family home evenings heythey

hold

reviewrevieudevieu of the literature

problem areas in levisontelevisontelevisorte vieuinqviewin2viewins

violence

A lot of timtimetidtidetlde and money have beenbean devoted to studying the

possible negative effects ujatchingwatching television has onan children

by far the most thoroughly researched argaarea isin violenceolanceolencevi literally

hundreds of studies have neendeenbeen done investigating bhethathebbb link betweenbetuasnbetwsen

violence on television and aggressive behavior in children

uhliewhile researchers are not actually able to say televi3ontelevisonlevisontelevisorte

violence definitely causes aggrps3iveaqgrs3ive behavior the consensus is

that children prone to aggressive behavior are even more aggressive

after matchingwatching television violence andsndend the aayuayway children respond

2

4
1

angain
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tharetherethane are of course those mhowho feel that television violence

is notdot or at least does not have to be bad for children accord

ing to hyman if it is regarded as natural that observing violent

encounters in the rediamediaredla increases childrens aggressive tendencies

it is equally natural to assume that it should also increase their

sympathies

sympathy for those in distress has always been
recognized as a fundamental sentiment to be sure
uewe might not feel unbearable pity for bobo doll or

a klouarflouarflowar choked by a leedweed perhaps not for a character
who is too far from human in representation these
being some of the victims that childrchildren observe in
experimental simulations and real media presentations
thosewhosethosa offsets are being traced that after all
might bebg todtootco sentirismc3asentjrantal a rssponser9sporseresponserss logicponse tells us
that such victimsvic ffebifehltehitinis no pain aggressions of that
tydetyoe meet only neakweaknearneaweanegrneernem oppositionk fromfron us because there
is no real victim to arouse our sympathy

autsutbutbubaub uhan the child observes a real victim hahe should
be taking amayaway from the experience at least a grain
OFoi sympathy1 as33 wellluellmelimeil as a quantum of aggression

mumphysmurphysmurphylsMurphyMurp 1973hys study gives some support to that idea hahe oundfoundroundaundf

that childrenchildren13 sympathetic13 haviorthaviortshavioruhathats scoresvior correlated positively
4

with their aggression behavior scores under all conditions

hyman concludes thabthat most researchers do not observe the

children long enough tqaq see if their aggressive behaviors are

really counterbalancedcounter bybalancadbalanced their sympathetic behaviors after
5watching television

I1

dottnott

thath3

to violence is affected by tha context in which it is presented

such elementseleelseie asments parental explanations the favorable orcr unfavor-

able outcome of the violence andard whether it is seen as fantasy

or reality make a difference

o0

of

2

ing

oi1
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beitelbel

vish cn content when they thought it naswas real than henwhenuhen it waswes described
ry

as fantasy n

thus even though the bulk of the research not to mention

common sensesenset indicate that seeing more than 13000 people killed

on television between his

lo10

edgeds as bogart points out

nan7

childechildt

another study bhatthatthab says television violence does not have

to be bad for children was done by feshbach and singer in 1971

thair research indicates that TV violence may actually have a cathartic

effectaffect on children and make themthew less aggressive however as

bogart points out in his review of the surgeon generals report

uhenihenwhenuhen feshbach tried to repeat his findings there was less support

for the cathartic hypothesis in that repeat study he also found

that children shebedshcuedshewed more aggressive response to aggressive tele-

vision

4

6

1

re aggressively and should concentrate on finding out what

watchingetching violenceviol doesdiesenceerce to childrantichildrene3child attituderantsrantirunts toward aggression

thecatharatheda is a concern hichwhichaich needs further studystudstue thabthatbhatajyj matchingwatching

television violanteviolanceviolqnceolancevi day arbaartaarterarbearberarbez dyday causes childrenchild torqn becamebecome

callousedcallcalicail tocosed real violenceviolerceviolercesviol orecceerceercegerces to thinkthirk olanceviolencevi isia acceptable

and profitable because their TV heroes use violent means to get the

bad guyguys and are rewardedregarded for ibeite

and even if all the links betweenbebbet TVwaenuaenween violence and aggression

could be proved and the stabestatsstatestabb of mind created by watchingmatching violancevialanceolancealanceviolandevi

could be clearly dafindefined

0

it 10

f-ifth and fifteenth birthdaya8 will have

some kind of effect on the aggressiveness of the average child bhethe4

matter

he

is still open tcto conbrcversycon perhaps1 researchers1 shouldcrcversy

fornetfernet about more studies proving that TV violence makes children

behave ganamanb
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freegfreed

moldgmolag

during ihnihothouhn peak afternoon hours after school children are choosingchooaingch003ingcho

soap

oaing

operas like one lifeulfeulfe to live and general hospitalHosu overibalital sesame

14
Sstreetestreetst otheree populart showsshoys are love american styles in which the

youngsters are treated to a carefully constructed lesson onan the art and

science of sexual seductionseduct 15iongionslons and thathe merv griffin showshou on which

groups of so called experts discuss sex and reveal sexual tidbits about

5

violer e

lmay7

A

1

13

L 4ame

ca efully

l-ife

Uiuiolanceolance can never be eliminated from TV because
violence is part of life and part of arbartant As long
as television news reporting stays freefreb the vio-
lence and brutality of our real world should and willuailunilwiil
be reflected in it and as long as TV gives time to
plays and films of artistic integrity it willnili abousbouay1y
violence

ow
as a dramatic aspect of human affairs

he then asks the question

Is violence more degrading an influence than the
portrayal of human beings and their problems in
insipid sordid vulgar or pointless terms are
not such portrayals taken for granted as part of our
cultural mold into uhichwhichchich every infant newcomernauneunam iscomer
dipped as he begins to explore the monidworld around him
the examination of these broader influences ayj
represent a more regardingrewarding subject for research
than TV violence 12

sex

another area cfof television often disparaged if not uellwellueliweliweil researched

is the emphasis onan sex child psychologists educatorseducator and parents

are becomingbecomirg concerned at the nomdennumber of sexually educating showsshouschous that

are easily accessible to children A recent study by greenbergGra andenberg

collado found that children see impliednpliadi or exilicexplicitexplic sexual acts 30 to

40 times in a typical meekweek and seven times as many are between unmarrieds

than are between married people

sp

aej
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rachlashiash

allali from watching soap operas
anesetnese messagesmessdess emanatingaces from sexorientedsex day-
time

oriented
shows do0 not bounce off little skulls of

three founfour fiveyeareldsfive andyear thacldsclads elementary
school children uncwhonnomno watch television after
schoolschools thaythey are absorbedabs 17orbec

deadaa

inesethese

educataducat ionlon

the guest celebrities at night there ara situation comedies

like ra5h tha love boat and policapolicepolicq shows like starsky and

hutchlutchputchrutchnutch and badettabarettabacBar whwhichettagettal chp in an attempt to have less violence

fill the time by having their heroes go to bed mithwith a different

girl nearly every week

rutstein sums up the general attitude toward these shows

I1 am not advocating the elimination of programs
like MASHMAsS love american style or the merv
griffin showshou only that their availability to
the child viewer should be eliminated consi-
derable pressure should be placed on tunatuorkTV

management
networknetwark

and testationtvstationTV operatorsstation to reorganize
their programming scheduling so that children
dont have an opportunity to seeseassa programs like
love american style or talk shows like hikeikemike

douglas johnny carson or merv griffin As

for soap operas they should be aired ulhanwhen
children are asleepaslaepasluep there are entirely too
many preschoolerspre ehowhoschoolers gatgotget a daily dose of young
ladies combating nymphomaniac wivesulves and husbands
committing adulteryadulte andrygryscys teenagers giving birth
cut of medlockwedlock

programs are not the only edeareaareaedaa of television that is criticized

as an unauthorized souresourcesours of sex education commercials are frowned

upon as uellwellueli banben bagdikian in th information machines voices one

of the typical arguments of those oncernadccncernartanceroncerancen abacutaboutabcutnad this aspect of

commercials commercials use sexuality in waysmayswayn that are forbidden onan

the stagestageystacey in schools and in the non advertising parts of television

but that are accepted because they are commercial all as part ofor

the attemptabbeatte tonptapt penetrate buyer resistanceresistances

6
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iheahere

commercials and children

although sedesemesemb attention is given to commercials and their sexual

impropriety far more concern is expressed about the uaymayway commercials use

children and make them materialistic

advertisers spend about 3 billion a year financing the production

of fortythreeforty thousandthree television commercials companies are millingwilling

to spend the 100000 for one minute of advertising on television

because commercials sell enough merchandise to mowmoremor than pay for them

selves one of the reasons they can do so is because of children

children make great unpaidforunpaid advertisadvertisersfor they see something in

the store that has been advertised on TV and pester their parents to
4 Q

buy it and more often than not the parents give in children also

go around the house acting out lively commercials or singing catchy
9020jingles

uhliewhile

and

there

they

is

cannot

nothing

be

intrinsically

turned

wrong

off

withmith

as

singing

a

jingles

sefcsetsebbseb

there is some justifiable concern that

television promotes the belief that a darsondanson willuliiwiil
be socially rejected unless he or she aunscuns certain
material things this is especially worrisome whenuhen
children are made to balieyebelileyebalibeli theyleieLeye must have a special
toy to achieve happinesshaopinesshaopin855hadhao

thenethereohene

atnesspinessalness

is also some concern that television commercials create

disillusionment and cynicism ukenuhenwhen the product fails to perform as
22anticipated from the advertising

can

7

33
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oudohn

marketsmarkett thathe major emphasis

has been placed in programming content jisis the showshoushom too violent is

the commercialcomcam toomercial sexy until recently there has been little consi-

deration of the idea that the very act of watching television may have

detrimental effects
one of the waysvays it is not being suggested that matchingwatching television

damages children is that it distorts their perception of reality pro-

bably as marie uinnwinn explains in her book the plug in druidrugdzui this theory

has not received much attention because adults assume that a childs
23experience withwi televisionth is the same as theirs however there is

an essential difference an adult brings a vast backlogback oflog real life
experiences to his viewingeuinggningvi a child does not

As the adult matcheswatches television his oun present
and past relationships experiences dreamsdreads and
fantasies come into playnlayplays transforming the material
he sees into something reflecting his ounownowd particular
inner neads

but a child has a limited store of ralliffralliferalnaainral experienceslifelifsilfe to bring to

his matchingwatching notno only thabthat but hatchinguatchingtjatching television is one of his

primary reallifereal activitieslife according to einnsuinnswinrls theory

his subsequent real lifeilfe activities willwiil stir me-
mories of television axperiencesaxperiercesexperiences not as for the
adult watcher the other uyway around to a certain
extent the childchilds early television experiences
will serve to dehumanize to mechanize to make
less real the realities and relationshipsrelation haheshins
encounters in life for him real events illwillwiil
always carry subtle echoes of the television
world 25

calnai

dreamsydreamsq

problems resulting from the act of watching

although the childrentelevisionchildren relationshiptelevision has been studied

since television entered the commercial market

B

damages

acmsth ing

deration

iii
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tuictulc

according to rutsteinRut anskein aspect of many childranschildrenschil behaviordrans that

reflectsreflrefireri thisacts possible distortion of reality is the wayuayaay they want problemsproblem

no matter howhoy complex to be solved in a matter of minutes they see

program day after day wharewhere a crime is committed and the villain is
caught all in thirty minutes or an hour

and ILIG feels no remorsemorseere according to

charles king director in charge of rehabilitation of neunewnem york statesstatedslatedslates
division for youth the common denominator for these kids seems to be

9

26 they wantmantmanb their ownoun real

problems to be resolved as quickly and become frustrated or even hostile

uhenuhan they are not27 thisjistis distortion of reality could also be a factor

in the TV violence problem garbner and gross asked light viewers and

heavy viewers to guess their chances of being involved in some kind of

violence during any given week the possible answers wenewereuenawena 505050 50i 101tolloi1050 av1v

and

1

1001looi100loo the1 heavy viewers consistently said thairtheir chances uedewerewede

505050 or50 10110 the1 light viewersvieujarsviewarsviauvieuvieb consistentlylarsjarslers chosechoso 1001100 thetha1 actual

chancaschancescharcas are 100128 jnin other words realityrealitytt for heavy vieuarsview isansars

that the world is a more violent place than it actually is although

this study luas dona nithwith adults it is not illogical to assume that

children react in a similar manner

even more disturbing than children havingbaving a confused perception

of haithatahatt mucluclimucli violence there is in the ubrldijbrldubold howeverho isweveruever the possib-

ility that actual child crime is a resultresuit of a confused perception of

nhatwhat human beings reallyneallyneaily are since 1952 a new breed of juvenile

offender has developed cneone uhoaho casually tortures often for small

gains mhowho breaks into apartments and stomps elderly men or drowns

29
a bomanwoman ir her bathtub

tt

agway
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tunniturninturn

activitactivin les

10

the complete detachment mithwith which they carry out their crimes as

if they wenewerewerb dealing with inanimate objects its almost as though

they look at the person who got killed as a binder they tuenewere going to

jimmieji asromleromiemomie an obstacleobsta somethingclescletcies that got in their uaywaymay 301t30 it is

winns contention that this may be the case because watching television

which projects humanhoman images and an illusion of human feelings while

requiring no human response from the viewer encourages delinquents to
31

detach themselves from their crimes in a newney and horrible wayuay if
this is the case she points oubout

the total banishment of violence from the television
seabenscreensekben willwiil not mitigate the dehumanizing effects of
long periods of television viewing upon emotionally
disturbed children for the problem is not that they
learn how to commit violence from matchingwatching violence
on television although perhaps they sometimes do
but that television conditions them to deal withhathbath real
people as if they wecewere onan a television screen thus
they are able to turn them off 1 quite simply with
a knife or a gun or a chain with as little r2forsercyorse
as if they mereweremece turning off a television set

another wayuaymay it is13 suggested that simply thatchingwatching television be it
sesame streebstreet or police bomanjomanjodandodanW hasoman negative consequencesconsaquences is that it
influences childrenschildren expectations for other people for example

because children are used to being entertained by thathi TV thay manbmantwantnant to

be entertained by otherothear activities school for instanup according to

a denver teacher with twenty

outt

33

nine years of teaching experiencexperience the

attitude of students is Is this going to be fun or is it going to be

boring and if its boring they fealfoalfeel well you just suitchswitchsmitch thathebhe channel waw3

other teachers complain that they have to sellitsellseilseii activities that they

never had to sell in the past because some kids montwontmonn stick around

et

ac tivit

new

oesame s tleetgeet

iss
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seasseatsees butout reufeufewnew uurryucrry about childrens educational

chousshousshows like sesame street and the electric company people hold up showsshouisshodis

like that as positive examples 0 howhou much information it is possible

for children to acquire from television despite its shortcomings

according to dorothy cohan thare is a potential for learning from

I1 t

I1 he wayuaynay ibil may effect a

childs learning abilities parents may get upset about howhou much

violence their children see

seavsetv

cornaccornaa

cahenycahenv

11

long enough to find out if itslesies going to be fun if the first moment

doesntdoesn1doesndoean catch them 34

concern is also baingbeing expressed about the wayuay watchingmatching television

seemssaemsdaems to make childrchildren passive and stifle their creativity this is

another area that is more speculative than data based but some authors

and educators contend that watchingmatching television is a oneayone experienceway

demanding nothing from its participant beyond turning on the set and

that a child who spends hours entertained by the TV tends to reject

activities that require mental or physical exertion it is their
i

contention that children become passive participants abandoning

things which become difficult because it is easier to sit in front of

the television sebset and that passivity in games sports or other

activities spills over into a childchilds mental activities specifically

his creativity this means that children are required to spend a

period of time in imaginative solitary play those whobho are heavy

viewers tend to act out the things they have seen on television or are

unable to think of things to do without the help of the beacherteacher

one other area in connection eithwith the act of watching televisionstelevisiontelevisiong

that shaishau ld give parents some concern is the

35

teacherp36

should

of

sn
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arteniattenilioncionllon

12

televisionteiatela butvision

the management of information for young children
has been less than adequate more typically
children become verbal but not knowing their
pseudosophisitication raises a nagging question
of whether real learning occurs from much of
what is presently offered 37

for young children there is not only the question of nonlearningnonlearningtlearningnon

but the more serious one of whether viewing television for many hours
TQ

a day does not actually interfere mithwith the learning process one

evidence for such a possibility comes from a doctor in the mental

health center at rochesterRoc NYhastedthastert he reports that in 1972 there maswas an

upsurge of tuotwobuo to three year olds of all socioeconomicsocio classeseconomic entering

the center in looking for an explanation for the increase he analyzed

sesame street teaching techniques its broadcast time had recently been

increased and hypothesized that sensory overload maswas the cause of the

childrentschildrenchildrens strange behavior specifically he blamed the overload on

sesame seneresstreetsrestIsSt practice of

applying shock to sense barriers by intrusive
signaling of kinetic symbols avoiding a
time lag between messages to delay reflection
and capturing attention by using dominating
visual and auditory patterns 3

cohen concludes that

it is not too far fetched to suggest that
sensory overload may be a significant factor
in the almost epidemic proportions of non
learning now prevalent in american schools
among children of all ages and socioeconomic
classes 40

tm
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some scholars researchers and educators think television

only influences childrens learning others say that matchingwatching

television actually changes a child brain A child is not born mithwith

a brain in which the hemispheres are specialized and until he acquires

language he absorbs experiencexperience by means of a nonverbal form of
aaa141thought evidence suggests that the experiences of the early years

uhenwhenuben a child is growing and developing the fastest have a greater

effect on brain development that experiences in later years in

fact as linguist maurice ilerleaupontymerleau notesponty

merethere is a period during which a child is
particularly sensitive to language and
during which he can learn to talk it has
been shownshonn that if a childischaldischildchil not in an
environment in which there are people whoeho
talattalkhaikbailtalkt then he willulliulii never be able to talk
withmith the same ease as those tho have
learned to speak dudingduringjuring the period in
question

this does not mean that watching television willmill keep a normal child

econfronfromenon learning houhowhob to talk howeverft itneverwevernevet may affect his commitment to

languagalanguagglanguagelangu asagaagg a means of expression a commitment that may have a

physiological basis in the balance of right and lefthemisphereleft
developmentdevelopments

hemisphere

for a child who is makingmakina the transition from nonverbalnenveibal to verbal

thought opportunities to exercise his developing verbal skills are

important for an adult nonverbal mental activities connotatecon

relaxation

notate

but for a child in his formative years and extended

nonverbal mental functioning such as watching television must be

regarded as a potential setbacksetback4545

42
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make wonderful improvementsimprove inmentsmants paoplaspeoplefsoplaspeoplespa lives and be a realraal

asset to any homehomo mithwith children research soon indicated that these

hopes weceuerewerebere not necessarily wellfoundadwell infounded 1954 elanor maccoby reported

conclusions from a study confirmedreconfirmedre in 1970 by waiterswalterswaltens and stone that

in the presence of television families tend to exhibit behavior that is
rocemoremarenare parallel than interactive

communication tends to babe one wayuay from th television
to tha individual rather than twotuotoo

14

As the child takes in television words and images
hour after hour day after day mithwithnith little of the
mental effort that forming his own thoughts and
feelings and molding them into words wouldmouldmouidtould require
as he relaxes year after yearyaar a pattern of emph-
asizing nonverbal cognition becomes established

althoughalthough these ideas are mostly theoretical speculations they deserve

some attention and testing if they are even partially correct they

should be of concern to parents and have some affect on the uaywaymay they

handle their childrenschildrenchildrents television viewing

television and the family

early commentaries expressedexpress highsd hopes for the way television maulemauie

help improve family life it tiaswas to bring families together in one

roomnoom

46

49

49

bxhib 1

the

1family

childcentsrentsdents

way between indivi-
duals family activity tends to center around the
main television set which for much of the time is
such an insistent communicator that half the families
talk little or none uhenwhen the bubetubehube is aglow

himmalweit111mmalweithimmelweit

50

also reported that while television does keep members

of the family at home it is doubtful whether it binds the

lias
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together in more than this physical sense y15

another wayuay television can be detrimental to families is by

damaging parentchildparent bondschild through showsshouts that ridicule parental know-

ledge and authority intn more and more showsshouts parents are being por-

trayed as fools buffoons ard ablingfumblingpblingfc and bumbling boobsblobs watchingcatching

saturday morning TV is like experiencing ridicule your mom and dad

oayday 111153 other shows portray child characters as being able to solve

all of their problems without adult helpheip leedingleading children to think

they could survive alone at the age of four five cixosix or seven

undermines the parentchildparent relationshipchild instead of bringing his

problems to his parentspa theranesrantszanes child may first try to solve them himself

possibly hurting himself physically and psychologically in the process

51

recentrecant publications showshou that not only may TV lack the hoped for

positive affecteffect on family life it may actually have a detrimental

effect for example ilaccobysmaccobylsMaccoby parallel vigwingvieuingvieningvi familiesgwingeuing have turned

into families whomho surrender most of their free time to television and

may go for days without exchanging more than a few sentences in

spirit many of these households operate as a rooming house everyone

keeps boto himselfhimsel rarely sharing any of his experiencesexperienc

buffoonsq a

day11153

cixv

11

154

television can also have negative effects on family relationships

because the hours a child spends in a one wayay relationship mithwith

television people which allowsallous for no communication or interaction

affects his relationships mithwith real life people 55 As bruno bettelheim

puts it

ls

fv
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communcomman acateicate bebberbatter and have more time to
t Q

get more things done houeveryhowHou televisionevenyevery is far too ingrained in

the american wayuay of life if only because people like to watch it so

much for such a solution to be practical barring some unforeseen

disaster or technological advancement television is a permanent
muchamuchq

16

childrenChilchii whothomhodran have been taught or conditioned to
listen passivelyoa3siv8ly most of the day to tha warm
verbal communications coming from the TV screen
to the deep emotional appeal of the so called
TVrv personality are often unable to respond to
real persons because they arousaarousearous so much less
feeling than the skilled actor

perhaps even more damaging to the relationships of a family

which spends most of its time watchingmatching TV is the elimination of

opportunities to do other things talk over grievances even argue

families frequently use television to avoid confronting their
problems problems that ulii notno go away if they are ignored bubbbutbub miilwill

only fester and become less easily resolved as time goes on

out their televisions give pep talks about houhow they do

more things as a family communicate

57

possiblePos solutionssibiasibla to potential television problemsproblamspr2blemsprob

throwthrou

lamsiams

out the television

it is obvious that while television may entertain and educate

and is even regarded as a member of the family it also has the

potential to produceprcauc9prcduce someseme undesirable results for some the only wayuaymayuby

ton eliminate these effectsefctseff9cts is simply to get rid of thair television

sets there are magazinemagazina and newspaperneus articlearticlespaper in which leoplapeopla

whomho threwthrowthraw

PO entialestial

58
however
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fixture in society advocating its absolute elimination is an

exercise in futility

realize television does have potential

As this review indicates the majority of talavisionfealavisionbaiafealatalabala litera-
ture

vision

points out the negative aspects or possiblepossibl9possiblapos detrimentalsibla effects

of matchingwatching television this may be because researchers do not think

a population which watches 20 to 46 hours of television a week needs

much convincing that television is a wonderful medium or it may be

that they think the positive elements are so obvious they need no

explanation or perhaps they just like to be pessimistic at any

rate it is important to note that television is not all bad

for example the concern about the connection betweenbetueanbetwean television

violence and youth aggression is based on the assumption that children

learn from and imitate the behavior they see on television if that

assumption is true in spite of cohenscnhenscahents fears to the contrary teiteltele-

vision

i

is at least a potential learning medium and ir children can

learn violence sexsexesexq and greed fromfrot watchinguatchingbatching televisionteiatela theyvision ought

to babe able to learn problem solving iovelove and unselfishness as welluellweliweil

various studies shou that children can learn sharingshar 59 selfingsingv control
e CQ

honesty and courage telavisicntel9visiontelevision can also increase a childs know-

ledge of the horlduorld around him and help facilitate his socialization

into society the problem bhanthanthenhben is to maximize the possibilities

of television uhliewhile eliminating or at least reducingthereducing negativethe ones

may

60
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capitalization on its potential as an educational device

regardlessragardlessRag ofardless hetherwhetheruj it is good or bad for them most children

matchwatch television nosbnostmost matchwatch more than just childrens education

shows rosemary lee potter has found a wayuaymay to capitalize on child-

rens television interests in the classroom to help them learn to

think read and develop their interests for example she teaches

children to alphabetize by having them name their favorite television

shows whanwhen the list gets fairly long she asks howhou they can organize

the names so they willwili be able to find them easily she letslots them

make suggestions and guides them to the idea of putting them into

categoriescatacaba accordinggoriesgorles the the programsprogramisprogramist first ietterletter they learn to

alphabetize the rest of the name later then they list the occup-

ations of the people on thathebhe shows and spend several days discussing

each occupation the children choosabhoosa one or twotuo that interest them

read articles and books on them and uritewrite papers about them she

also teaches phonetics by using examples like 8 is for batman C is

for cartoon instead of 8 is for bat C is for cat

according to potter teachers probably have not made use of

commercial televisions potential because of the generally negative

vieweleuelew held about it

citizensCitizen concerns about advertising exploitations
and governmental studies about violence have probably
established unconscious avoidance of coomarcialcoacoo
television

marcial
among learning alternatives

groups ilkolikolikeilke ACT action for childrens television are trying

65
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vieuirgviauirq comes up it is not too likely that those of us who grew up

watchingmatching television are going to be convinced that the very act of

watchingmatching television causes severe and irrevocable damage to children

we turned out all righto didnt uewe houaverhowevertHowHouhom ifeveraverevec children of the first
television generation are going to provide the best supervision for

children of the second television generation they may ought to keep

in mind the possibility that extensive television viewing may have

at least some kind of detrimental effectaffect there is virtually universal

agreement that parents can be more effective in making the television

experience positive for children than the government the broadcasters

or educators unfortunately too many parents are unaware of this

responsibility do not acceptsacceptyaccept or exercise it in ways that may be

harmful to their children

parents need to be amareawareamace that inherently television is a neutral

medium

it teaches lawbreakinglaulawlamiamiau annannlbreaking iaminulawiau enforcement equally
welluellwaliwaii it teaches the evil and the brutal as easily

eventevert

belevtelev 1sion

19

to get networks to improve their programingprogrammingpro butgraming real changes

come slowly and in the meantime if teachers canycan

67

4
11 o0

h-

ey should use

television the uaymayway it is nomnounownau to haiphelpheip themtham teach instead of merely
7letting it compete withmith them

parents

in any detailed discussion of the merits or problems of tele-

vision the responsibility of parents in the area of childrenschildrenchildrenis

t-

hey
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edvedg but only twotuo people actually prevented
70

their children from vlemingviewing undesirable shows

leardilearniI1

20

and completely as the good or the kind whatbhat it teaches
depends on the hands that control it however wisely
or ignorantly or innocently it wili teach what it
shows no matter whether it intends to teach this or not

in its unique mayway television

1 provides information fun enjoyment and pleasure
2 brings parents and children a broader viewviauvieu of life

than exists in or around the family context 3 makes
the unspeakablediscussable by providing opportunities
for expressing emotions which have never had occasion to
surface and 4 makes possible vicarious learning
experiences for experimentation and self growthgrouth

if they willwiil parents can have an effect on whatnhat television teaches

and build upon the positive things television can do however too

many parents do not do so musgraveusgravegraveus 1969969 found that 53 percent of

the parents of the 600 elevenyear olds he studied did not prohibit

their children from watching any programeprogram0programprogracepro and0grame 40 percent did not err

courage them to watch any specifyspecificspecifi shausshous3hows steiner 1963 reported

that even parents who oppose television have an only lassezfair

attitude towardtouard control and parents whomho are only somewhat concerned

about television have practically no restrictions and while rarick

1973 found a significant degree cfof consensus between spouses as to

ubichwhich shows are desirable for their children he found that only half

of the families studied discussed those programs with their children

one third of his subjects said they attempted to control the kinds of

shows their children natchmatchedwatch

68

unspeakable discussable
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beatsbeatt

lyslyt he has a vested interest in defending
73television and in seeing no need to control ubahwhat his children see

another reason parents might not want to control their childrenschild

viewing

rents

is because television makes such a terrific babysitterbaby

parents

sitter
have always needed a break from coping with active noisy

normalnordainordal children As recently as a hundred years ago it wastas regarded

as acceptable to beat starve or drugdrub a child into being good a

74
good child being one mhowho is untroublesome today such practices

are not only frowned upon they have criminal sanctions howeverHouever

21

some of the reasons given for parents not adequately controlling

their childrenschildrents television are they hold a generally positive

attitude about television they think the negative effects of shows

are outweighed by the overall positive effects they lack the binetinetimebime

for continuous supervision or discussion and they are inexperienced

in shorty some parents simply aceare uncertain about what they should do

because

television helps to educate the child but matchingwatching it
interferes with his education it helps keep him busy
and out of mischief but it also keeps him too busy to
do his chores it keeps the kids in whanuhanwhen you wantmant them
in which is good except for some of the bad things
they see and it keeps them in ubenuhenwhen you wantmantmanb them out
whichunichubich is bad even if they see good things ideally then
TV should provide interesting educational programs that
intrigue children ubanuhanwhenuhen parents dont want to be bothered
nithwithnigh them but not ubenuhenwhenthen they ought to be outside or
doing something else 7

there argare thosethoseo howeverho whomhouever say that the biggest reason parents

do not control their childrenchildrens television is because they simply do

not tantwantmanb tc for example if a parent likes television watches it a

lot and matcheswatches unselectivelyunselectivelytselectivelyunselectiveun

1

71

are

theng
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monderwonder that

uhenwhen television appearedappear itedvedt was seized upon as a wayuay
out of the dilemma a flick of the switch transformed
the child completely albeit temporarily from an energetic
noisy intrusive creature craving activity

tilevtimev

22

parents need for children mhowhoeho are easy to manage at least part of

the time has not diminished it is little

and experience
and requiring constant supervision and attention into a docile
quiet demandingundemandingun presence and this marvelous trans-
formation was achieved withnithmithtith the childs cooperation the
child wanteduantedcanted to matchwatch television loved to watchmatch couldnt
seem to gebgetgotgob enough of it75

As steiner points out using the television as a babysitterbaby issitter
hardly something very many parents are going to bsbe especially proud of

or particularly inclined to admitadmits therefore it is not impossible

that the widespread parental acceptance of televisionstelevision educational

benefits perhaps even their clamor for more educational shows stems

from their delegationelaqationIY of the young to the television set in the service

of their ownoun freedom there wouldmouidmould naturally be less reluctance about

the peaceful quiet hours that the youngsters spend in front of the
77set if the children are gettingigetting something out of it 11

too many parents do not realize that the reason they do not

control their childrenschild televisionrents is because to do so wouldmouid curtail

their ounown freedom even fewerfeuer have considered the possibility that

as jack could put it as early as 1948 childrensChild hourscentsrentsdents on television

admittedly are an insidious narcotic for the parent with the tots

fanned out on the floor in front of the receivereceiverdeceiverdeceiversdeceive a strange if wonderfuluonderfulifwanderful

78quietaulet seems at hand perhaps noncontrolling parents should examine

that idea keeping in mind that there can be no more insidious a

76
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drug than one that you must administer to others in order tcto achieve
79an effect for yourself

the parents whomho do exercise some kind of control over their

childrenschild viewingrantsrents usually do so for buotuotwo general reasons 1 fear

that their child may be adversely affected by premature exposure to

the adult world and 2 a general belief that television viewing is
on

less important for a child than other activityactivitiesactiviti but if a parent

handles his childs television experiences negatively he can actually
81

do more harm than good for example some parents do not actually

control their childrens television they control their children with

television by using it as a means of punishment and dejardrejard doing
82so cnlyonlyanly serves to add to the value children place on uatchingbatching TV

in the first really comprehensive study of parental control

barcus outlines some of the negative behaviors parents have

1I negative or restrictive forms of controlcontra
A formal

1 control prior to viewing
a restrictions on

1 content programs
2 time

a number of hours permitted
b certain hounshours

3 until completion of other activities
2 control during viewing

a shutting off set
b switching channels

3 control after viewing
a forbiddingforbidingfor futurebiding viewing

8 informal
control prior to viewing

a adult selection and viewing
2 control during viewing

a scolding child thilewhile viewing
3 control after viewing n

a scolding child for things learned

childthan

z

ching

1

83
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some cfof hesethesait behaviors maynay not seem negative after ailtallyalltalisails
parents should forbid future viewing of programs that are nbcnotnob good

for their children and should decide howhouhom long and what showsshoes their

children can matchy should they not on the surface that may be

true but barcus also outlines some positive controls which shonshoushowshaushan that

there are better alternatives

II11 positive forms of control

A formal
lo10 control prior to viewing

a screening
b selecting
c suggesting programs for child

72 control during viewing
a discussion
b interpretations
c changing channel to another program

3 control after viewing
a sueringansweringsweringseeringar questions
b discussion c things viewed

B informal
1 control prior to viewing

a adult selection and vlemingviewing
2 control during viedingvieuingviewing

a viewing witheith children explaining
3 control after viewing

a
84praising things learned

some of the physical actions changing the station and adult

selection and be the same in both types of control but

the attitude shounshown toward children is very different negative parents

dacidedcicidedacile what and uhenwhen their children will watch and forbid those shows

if other things homework chores etc aceareade not finished first they

turn off the television or change the station if they find their

children watchingmatching something they do not like and forbid them to matchwatch

24
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that shou again they scold their children for watching some shounshows and

for exhibitingexhioiting some behaviors learned from television this method of

control is short to the point easy
M

positive parents on the other hand vieuviewviem screen select and

suggest programs for their children they watchmatch with their children

explainingexplain interpretingingv and discussing the things they sae wilh

such discussion the children at least know what their parents think

is objectionable whether they agree mithwith the objection or not thenuhenwhen

their mother or father changes the station and after viedingvieuingviewingvi theewingeuing

positive parents answer their childrens questions discuss what they

have seen and praise them for what they have learned this method

is time consuming involved hard wockwork

positive behavior on the part of the parents may take extra

effort but it can help mitigate some of the harmful effects television

may have for example uhenwhen parents are willingmilling to take the time to

uatchbatch television with their children and discuss what is seen they

can point out the educational aspects assuage any fears the shoushowshom may

amsecmse the child explain any negative things in the program and put

the experience into perspective so it does not distort the childs

sense opof reality

cordercorden bolzbalzboizbaiz and obryant found that adult comments uhliewhile children

are watching television can cause a significant11significant increase in the amount

85
of information learned from the showshou so if parents are concerned

thatth3tthab no real learning is taking place uhenwhen their children matchwatch telteitele-

vision all they have to do is watchmatch and discuss shows withmith them and

at least some real learning niliwill occur prasad rao and sheikh found

that parents should discuss commercials and products mithwith their

ing

c iuse
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children instead of arbitrarily fusingrefusingrs their demands by doing so

parents can reason their children out of insisting on something they

dont really need or antbantwantb unless that product is extremely attractive
to them

rutstein points out that uhanwhan parents are willingmilling to discuss

with their children which shows they should ujafcch the parents are not

only able to find out why their children like certain shows they also

have less trouble enforcing the viewing of the shows they want them to

see than when they arbitrarily select the shows themselves

there is general consensus that parents need to remember there is
no perfect number of hours a day their children should matchwatchmatahwatah television

if there is nothing on worthmorth seeing a half hour is too much if

several good shawsshows are on one nightnighty three hours may detnetpetdebpeb be too many

parents need to be flexible the age maturity and overall viewing

habits should be a factor in howhouhom much television a child should watch

on any given day

A parent mhowho exercises positive control also has to be amareaware that

his children are entitled totc certain rights in connection wighwithuigh their

television viewing

children becomebecame readily absorbed in what they viewvieu and
to interrupt their viewing even withtith the best intentions
be it fcrbcr badbedbedsbadsbeda homewcxkhomeujcikhome orujcik running errands it is
likely to provokeunnecessaryprovoke conflictunnecessary children in
this respect should be given tho same consideration as
adults expect to receive

if parents do not put any restrictions on howhoubow much television

their children can sebsee it is rearly impossible for them to let their

children metchwatchmeuch everything they mantwantmanb to without interruption but if

86
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byEY settinosettingsettina standards for themselves parents com-

municate to their childrenchilchii thatdrondran they really believe what they say

about television but more importantly that they feel so strongly

about the need to control television use in their home that they are
QQ

willingmilling to restrict their ounown television watchinguatchingbatching

because

89

positive kinds of television control demand time and

effort frcmfram parents in order for them to be effective parents must

chilchiidrenIs televisionteleviontelevsionlevionte is through his ownoun example if a

parent elbusviews indiscriminatelyindiscrimiretelyindiscrimirately his children are almost certain to do

so as mellwellmeilmeli parentsparents1 best policy lies in establishing rules for

vieuingv&ewlngvieding hichweichtwhicht though flexible are no less binding on themselves than
88

on the child

controlscontrolq whenuhen they have come to an agreement

with their children about which specific shows they can see they

ought to let them watchbatchnatch undisturbed for exampleexamples if dinner always

has to be at 615 a parent should not agree to a 600goo showshou if a

program has bean agreed upon which lasts until 900 andsnd the childchilds

bedtime is 830 curfew should be extended so that the child miilwill not

have to miss the last half hour

parents also need to realize that if their children are watchingmatching

something and they want to see something else simply being the parent

does not give them the right to change the channel to uhateverwhatever they

mantwantmanb to see ideally household programingprogrammingpro isgraming scheduled so that such

a conflict does not occur if a childchilds and a parents favorite showsshoes

comecoma on at the same time every week they could taketaks turns watchingmatching

but even in families where there is no advance planning parents should

extend the common courtesy they would expect or demand for themselves

one of the biggest ways a parent can ceriseexceriseex positive control

over his childrenchildrenischildrens

27

parents do exercise such controcontrol
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first accept the fact that there is a need to control their childrens
viewing and second care about their relationship with their children

studies indicateindi thatcatacatscaba no child is likely to be muchimuchiauch harmed by tele-

vision if he has warm secure social relationships and ifalfmif he has no

90serious psychological troubles even cases where television view-

ing seems relatedrea toted violent behavior or in casescasas cf apparent

addiction it has often been found that hetherehere is also something wrong

withhithbith the childs social relationships usually his relationships mithwith
91his family parents must care enough about their children to be

willing to take the time to plan their watching with them answer

their questions and watch for symptomssymptsymph indicatingadsams negative effects

from television viewing whichthich need to be corrected and positive effects

uhichchich need to bsbe praised and encouraged

sunmarksunmaryaummaryI1 of television

television has become part of the americanArne uaywaymayricar of life it is

unlikely that parents are ever going bolo10 be convinced that the mere act

0 watchingmatching television willuliimilimiil havhavebave devastating effectsexacts onan either them or

their children holeverhoueverHo televisionweveruever useuss has become so widespreadwidespreaduldewidemide

especially among children that parents need to become aware of some

of its potential hazards the areas of television most frequently

criticized arearsaceads violence se commercialsnmercialstcc and the wayuaymay television

viewingviebvieu mayrraywayjing distort a childschild perception of reality and hamper his

learning ability

parents also need to oncukncuknou whatenat they can do to counteract any

negative effects television might have on their children if parents

4
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in the LDS viewvieuvienvlen parents have always been courceladcours&lad to teach their

children the lord told adam and eve shortly aeterafter they left the

garden of eden

and it is given unto them your children to know good
from evil uherefors they are agentsagent unto themselves
whereforetherefore teach it unto your childryanchildranchildrenchil thatdrendran all men
everywhere must repent or they canban in

oldaoldq

29

willmillmili decide in advance mithwith their childrenchilchii uhatwhatahatdrensdreng shows are to be

matchedwatched unselective continual viewing can be greatly reduced if
parents uliiwill matchwatch some showsshouts with their children and discuss what is
seen with them they can help put the experiences into perspective

for their children so that their perception of reality willmill not be so

distorted they can also increase the amount of material their child-

ren actually learn and reduce the amount of unneeded products for

which they tease

ramilaramilv

nowise inherit
the kingdom of god for no unclean thing can dwell bharetharethere
or duelldwelldueil in his presence therefore I1 give unto you a
commandmencommandment to teach these things freely unto your
children 92

the admonition for parents to teach their children has been

repeated in all dispensations after the organization of the church

josephdoseph smith received the revelation that

again inasmuch as parents have children in zion
or in any of her stakes which are organizedorganize that teach
them not to understand the doctrine of repentance faith
in christ the son of the living god and of baptism and
the gift of the holy ghost by the laying on of hands
uhenwhenuben eight years oldoid the sin be upon the heads of the
parents for this shall be a lawlamiam unto the inhabitants of

9

s

command men q
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great&great blessings wiliwill
result love at home and obedience to parents wiliwilluliiulli
increase faith willaliiwiil be developed in the hearts of the
youth of israel and they millwilluliimiil gain power to combat the
evil influences and temptations which beset them

essesq but the first documented attempt to actually

organize a home evening did not occur until 1909 in that year

president frank Y taylor of the granite stake outlined and

94organized a plan for a meeklyweekly family home evening

although president taylors program received praise the family

home evening program remained a local effort for the next six years

then in 1915 president joseph F smith gave church widemide

musicamusicp

churchychurchq

counselscounselp

israelaisraelt

30

zion or in any of her stakes which are organized
and they shall also teach their children to pray and
to walkualkwaik uprightly before the lord 93

this revelation started the modern interest in some kind of

program for familifamilies

emphasis to
95the family and the need to teach children in the home the first

presidency issued a statement saying that they advised the inauguration

of a ome eveningevening1evenings throughout1 the church this evening was to be a

time whanuhenwhenuhan parents gathered their children together to teach them the

word of the lord the time maswas to be devoted to

prayer singing hymns songs instrumental music scripture
readingreadingsreadlreadi familyngsngg topics and specific instructions in the
principles of the gospel and on the ethical problems of
life as welluellmelimeilweliweil as the duties and obligations of children q
to parents the home the church society and the nation

they promised that

if the saints obey this counsel

years

home

96

97
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on january 2 1946 the general authorities sent a letter to all
the marduardwardmand and stake authorities outlining why a home evening program

should be adopted in LDSLOS homes they also asked the relief society
98general board to plan and supervise the family hour the major

objectives of the family hour nerewerenerauenamena

1 to unify the family and enhance ennobling family
relationships

2 to stimulate the teaching of the gospel thereby
strengthening testimonies of the individual members

3 to strengthen the moral and cultural influence in
the homey and give the children an opportunity for
self expression

4 to encourage family participation in wholesome re-
creation

5 to give an opportunity for any desired discussion of
family business affairs and to point out the re
sponsibilities of each member in the family organization
as a whole

6 to increase the joy of living with each other

this version of the program lasted until 1964 whenuhen it wasmas announced

in october general conferenceConre thatcencerence the family hour maswas going to be part

of the priesthood correlation program the newneunen family night naswas entitled

teaching and living the gospel in the home and was inaugurated
tooloo130throughout the church in januarydanuary 1965 some of the objectives of

this program weceweretecateda

1 to assist and encourage parents to take the initiative
in teaching their children

2 to increase the spirituality and conformity to
christian principles

3 to improve the quality of interaction within the home
4 to strengthen the solidarity of the family101
5 to not only discuss the great gospel principles but to

live and apply these principles in daily activities102

20

it9b
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the lessons were designed to be used in every home in the churchy

parents

wenewere encouraged to study the lesson together a fewfeu days before the

next family home evening the spirit of the londlord cannot blessb18s3biess the

parents in presenting these lessons unless the parents do their part

through careful preparation parents wecewere also instructed that

if for some reason a member of the family has to be amay the lesson

should not be postponed and if company should drop in at lesson time

the family should melcomewelcome the guests and invite them to join them in

their family home evening

several blessings or satisfactions parents could expect from

carrying out this program weceweremeremece outlined

1 they willwili be partners withmith our heavenly father in
teaching the gospel to their family

2 they willwiil find a beautiful spirit in the homhomehomb a
spirit of kindness patience understandingunderstandin growthgrouthgrowths
and love this will be manifested in the sensitive and
considerate ways in which each member of the family
treats every other member

3 they will feel a strength in the family unit because
each member will complement the livesilves of every othanotharother
member the total resources of the family that is
the knowledgekno wisdomswisdomvwisdommisdomuledge skills patience understanding
and love willwiliwiil be available to everyone

4 As a result of the above kinds of blessings each
member willwiil feel more confident in his group relationi nan7ships in and outside the home 111

A

1

fewfeu years lateclater elder boyd K packer of tha council of the twelve

added

the family home eveningevenin held once a week can be a focal
point for all familiesfamilies1 activities and relationships it

church 103

mithwith each lesson containing a basic gospel truth that is underruderunden
1 G

standablestan anddable applicable to adults youth and children 1014

11
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can be the beginning and end of many exciting and import-
ant things nanymany casualthingsycasualthingscasual andthings many sacred things
that fill the weeks between them the father ulliwill improve
family home evening once he decides what he wants to give
his family most fathers concentrate on material security
for their children securities stored up for this lifelifilfeileellelie
timeytimestime withwich the world situation as it is couldybouldy and
possibly uillybilly vanish to really secure one own child
ren give them a memory of a happy home life there is a
pattern a blueprint for them to follow an image for them
to create an ideal for them to realize 0

for a program that is stressed so often in so many meetingsmeeting

conferences and church magazine articles remarkably little research

has beanbeen done on family home evening one study was done in 1977 by

roland turnbow concerning the effect of family home evening on latter
day saint youth he found that those who mereweremecewece regular attendersatt ofendersanders FHE

had a closer relationship mithwith their parents and marawerewacawademaca more inclined to

call on then for assistance were more specific in their goals felt
more comfortable in discussing personal problems which they face in

their lives perceived their mothers and fathers to be more accepting

and shoningshowing more affecting to their children attended church more

often and had fewerfeuer arguments about religion and church activity than

their non attender peers

another study was commissioned by the church in dune of 1977

the findings of this study are not available to the public

summary of the family home evening

the LDS church has stressed the importance of families and the

teaching of children since its organization in 1909 the church

developed a specific program designed to help men and women be

could
will oness

103
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better parents and to bring families closer together this program

has undergone various changes over the yearsyearsyhearsy but its main function

is still to provide a structured wayuaymay to help parents teach their

children

justification of the study and definition of the problem

there are various aspects of watchingmatching television that are at least

potentially harmful for children ann there are various positive and

negative maysways that parents can copcope mithwith these potential hazards

the church of desusjesus christ of latter day saints has a program designed

to help parents better fulfill their role of teaching and setting

examples for their children the family home evening program the

relationship between television viewing and religion has received
109

almost no attention from social and behavioral scientists this

study will examine those tuotwo elements and attempt to discern whether

there is a relationship between parenting behavior in a religious area

and parenting behavior in the secular areaaneaarga of television

questions to be answered

this study will attempt to answer three main questions in

connection with a religiously based parenting improvement device and

types of television control

question 1 are parents whoubo are most conscientious about holding

church outlined family home evenings a130alsoaiso most prone to positive tele-

vision control

ane

secular3rea
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if parents are actually achieving the goals ofor the FHE program

in relation to their becoming better parents the principles they learn

in FHE should spill over into some of their other parenting behaviors

ie television control and thus those who hold the best FHEs

should also have the best television control

questiongulat 2ign if the above relationship does not exist what

relationship does exist

this question is based on the assumption that not only are theratheretheta

twotuo types of television contralcontrol but that there are four types of

families holding family home evening the first type is the family

that follows the church outline for FHE completely the second type

is the one

etc etc etc

question 3 if some other relationship exists besides the one

described in question one

which does not follow the church outline so strictly

they usually hold some kind of family home evening but it is often in

the form of a family problem solving session a family activity or

a lesson derived from some source other than the FHE manual the third

type family does not hold a structured lesson regularly but has some

kind of family activity nearly every week the fourth type family does

not like family home eveningEven rarelyingo has it and may or maynay not have

family activities this study should showshoushom whether or not these types

of families exist

if all of these types of families existpxist it is not impossible for

any of them to be related to either form of television control for

example type one family positive control types buotuotwo threethreetthreeg and fourfoux

negative control type twotuohuohwo positive control types three foucfour and one

negative control

fam ily

vxistit

contro1v

threet fourscontrolsroltrois

controltaltolp
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relationship

although it is logical to assume that good parenting behavior in

one area miilwillwili help foster good parenting behavior in another it is
possible that by the time the strict FHE holders hold FHE and go to

all of their church meetings they may simply be too tired to con

scientiously supervise their childrens television it is also possible

that strict FHE is not whahwhat fosters good parenting behavior and some

other type FHE family millwill have positive television control

this study willwili investigate those and similar possibilitespossibilities

limitations of the study

there aneare of course other factors affecting the mayuayway parents

control their childrenschildrents television but this study ulliwillulii only examine

that control in relationship to houhow it is affected by the types of

family home evenings the parents hold and by their attitude bowardtouardtowardbouard

the program and the manual

this study ulliwilluliimillmili be dependent on self report msasuresmeasures and thus

subject to the problems thereof the respondents willmiil be interviewed

by student interviewers the sample is made up of only 54 people

the waysnays in which these problemsprob haveledslens been compensated for willmili be

discussed in chapter tuotwohuobnobuo

childdentsrents
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chapter 2

methodology

this chapter willmillmili discuss the sample the instrument and its
development the circumstances of data collection the coding and

the types of analyses used

the sampiesamplesamole

the sample for this study consisted of 54 people 25 males and

29 females they merewere draundrawn from the population of united states

LDS church members in three region3regions u0sty intermountainintermountainyinter andmountainy midwest

and east three wardsawardswadds wecewere randomlynadrancan selecteddonlydooly from each regicnregionnegionregian and

fifteen names for each wardyard bereuere randomly selected from an ensign

subscription list the subscrioticn list wastasmas used on the assumption

that subscribers are at least nominally active in the churchchurchy from

the fifteen names the interviewers mereweremece to find five families that

1 merewerewedemede intact had both parents and 2 had at iestlestleast one child living

at home between the ages of three and seventeen these controls weraweremecamedaueda

stipulated so that spouse and malefemalemale comparisonsfemale could be made and

because television control is not nuch of an issue before children are

three or after they are seventeen ideally this would have yeilded

interviews from 90 respondents houeveryhowHou thereevenyeveryevens werewerameremera some wards in

which the intervieuerinterviewer could not or did not locate five families

reg afonsaonsjons unstywesttest

however

act- e
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there merewere also some families in which one spouse refused to parti

cipalecipate thus only 54 interviews merewere obtained

the people mhowhoubo did respond came from the followingfoleol wardslouing

mclean virginia three respondents grovetowngrovetomnGrove virginiatown tuotwo rre-

spondents baltimore marylandmacyMary onelandslandt respondent tucson 6thath ten re-

spondents manti 8thath eight respondents mountain green utah eight

respondents portland 7thath and 12th wardsmandswands eighteen respondents and

grass valley california four respondents originally the tucson 12th

and portland ath6th wandswards merewerewenemene selectedselect but there merewerewecemedemece not enough quali-

fying or cooperative families in those wards so alternates were

selected

it can be argued that 54 people over half of who came from the

same family do not constitute a large enough or representative

enough sample for a survey houevsr the nature of the Q statistic
makes a small sample of people adequate even preferable if the people

in the sample are truly representative of the parent population the

nature of Q and the representativeness of the sample will be discusseddiscussaddiscus

in

sad

detail later

each respondent filled out a survey questionnaire and sorted huotuotwohwobuo

0 decks of 50 statements each one deck about television and one about

family home evening

the instrument

the demographic questions were adapted from the demographic

questions in the 1969 church media study profiles of the improvement

era reader developed by ordr dallas burnettsburnettBurnet chairman of the department

edsedg

homeHoweverv

eachoeachg
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spondents
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of communications BYU and george barrus BYU communication

professor the questions dealing mithwith television were developed

by the author through literature research telephone interviewsintervieusinterviewsvinterview andsv

personal interviews thatheth6 questionsuett dealingionslons tithwithmith family home evening

werewerbwece developed through telephone and personal interviews originally

the survey included additional problem types of open ended vignette

questions and three other demographic questions after a pretestprotestpre

maswas

test

conducted these questions werbwerewece eliminated because they wecewerewerb vague

gave no further real information or wecewere objected to by the respond

entsants because of content or time required to answaransuaransgar themt thealemllem survey

wasmas intended to provide demographic information and give some self
report statements which could be compared to the uayway each individual

sorted his or her 0 statements the survey questionnaire in its final

form is appendix A

some of the statements in thecheC Qhe sort decks came directly from the

literature some came as a result of random phone calls or personal

interviewsintervieus withmith people from the provooremProvo telephoneOrem directory others

came from discussions with professors

sixty statements merewere developed for both the television and the

family home evening decks after giving a pretestprotestprepropne totest 12 people the

decks menewerewene reduced to 50 statements each this maswas donedona by coding the

respondents answers and eliminating the ten statements that people had

no opinion about only statements that fell into each respondents no

opinion pile mereweremece eliminated if a statement ranked either high or

lowloulom by even one person it maswas included in case that person represented

the feelings of a group of people towardtouard television or family home

eveningEvenin the remaining 50 statements merewerewene read by professors gordongp

dhe
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millsamillsq ubowhoebo marked the ones bunay thought merewerewecemece un-

clear or inappropriate and suggested waysmays of improving them the Q

sort decks in their final form are in appendix 8 and appandixappendixappan Cdix

the statements in the television Q sort deckdock tereweretera designed to

indicate parentstparents1parentsparenpanen attitudestsytst bowardtowardbouard television do they think it is a

positive factor in their childrenschild overallcentsrents education and creativity

or do they see it as something potentially dangerous that needs to be

controlled it also checked parental behavior in regard to childrens

television do they use it as a babysitterbaby assittert a means of punishment

and reward or do they tatchwatch and discuss shows mithwith their children

and plan in advance what shows willwiil be seen all of whichluhichlubich should in-

dicate whether their control is positive or negative

the statements in the family home evening deck mecawerewecawede designed to

shoushowshon the despondentrespondentsrespondent attitudes towardtouard family home evening the program

the manualmanuals and family activitiesand their actual behavior howhou often

they hold family home evening what kinds of materials they use in

their lessons what kinds of things prevent them from holding family

home eveningEven andingv the ways in ubichwhich they deviate from the outlined

program

circumstances of data collection

the interviews were conducted during the christmas vacation by

eight hired student interviewers uha wecewere selected from a group of

interviewers hired to participate in the 1977 church study the

church magazines readers and non subscribers

0

whiting and gordon millsmilis

authored by dr

40
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burnett and ordr ralph barney byuBYL communications professor in

connection mithwith that study each interviewer attended twotuo tuohourtwotuo

periods

hour

of instruction conducted by dr barney and me during this

instruction they learned homhouhow to make appointments mithwith their inter

viewersvieijjeesvieweesvie homhouhowwegsweesmegs to administer questionnairequestionnaires and howhouhom to supervise the

sorting of 0 statements the procedure they learned for the church

study was bhethathe same as they were to follow in this study

any researcher who has someone else do the interviews for him

runs the risk that some mistakes will be madenade and the data he gets

willwili not be 100 percent accurate if all the respondents had come

from utah valley they could have been interviewedintervieued personally and

probably a larger percentage of accuracy assured howeverHo inweveruever this

case it maswas decided that a regionally representative national study

would justify some loss of accuracy

several things merewere done in an attempt to keep mistakes to a

minimum first the Q sort decks weremeremenemece color coded the television

statements teere all on yellow paper and the family home evening stata

ments were all on green paper this insured that the interviewer and

the respondent could keep the decks separate secondyseconda the instrument

materials came as a set one survey one deck of television statements

and one deck of family home evening statements each element of the

set had a previously assigned number so that even if the cards and

survey became separated in transit the right decks of cards could be

assigned to the right questionnaires third the interviewers wenewere

given written instructions detailing the controls on the families

intact with at least one child at home between the age of three and

seventeen houhowhoh many Q statements belonged in each pile and howhou to

41
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gather and secure the cards once they had been sorted fcurthy the

interviewers did not do the coding they returned the materials and I1

coded them this made it possible to personallyoersonallyiersonallyierson checkallyaily for any gross

errors if it wasmas obvious that a deck of cards had notbeennot sortedbeen or

had been sorted improperly if the Q deck numbers and the survey

numbers did not match upp or if a Q deck or survey wecewere missing from

a set that respondents entire satsetsebsab wasmas discarded through this pro-

cedure it was discovered that the grasscrass valley california marduardward interinte
got mixed up and gave the women the yellow cards and the men the

green ones he wasmas able to go back and complete the interviews

howeverHo theweveruever man assigned to mountainfountain green got so mixed up that a

neunewnem sample had to be dranndraundrawn and interviewed

codingcodina

As previously mentioned the coding maswas done personally the

responses wecewereterewede coded into standard computer answeransueranguer sheets which wecewere

later converted to computer cards by the BYU testing center ahethe

questionnaire and the buotuotwo 0 sort decks wareweremare coded enon separate

computer sheets for all of the respondents approximately one out

of five sheets for the Q sorts merewerewenemece recoded to hold clerical errors to

a minimum an error rate of 1.1 wasnastas detected

analysisalvaisAn

SPSS the survey and Q sort responses merewere analyzed by the computer

program statistical package for the social sciences spssy which

fourth

up

SPSS

the
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produces descriptive statistics frequencies dodesmodesmodestmodesq means mediansmedian

ranges standard deviationsdeviation standard errors variances and correla-

tions the program also indicates whether any cases are missing

which allowed for further correction and reduction of error for

example eight people had a 0 statement missing those statements merewerewerbmerb

recodedreceded mithwith the mean scorescarssconescare of the sample for that statementstatements to give

a general fabifeelfael for the sampledsamplsampi characteristicsalsels and representativeness

some of the survey data miilwill be reported here

aoeapeang the sample had a fairly uldewidamide range of parental ages repre-

sented the ages ranged from 23 to 61 the most frequently reported

age was 31 thasethese ages are about what one could expect for parents who

hava a child at home betweenbetuesn three and seventeen no regionnegionregian or marduardwardmacd

had a dominance of one age and all ages wenewere fairly represented in

each region

number and daesAQCS of children small medium and large size

families were represented the number of children dangedranged from lwotwo to

fourteen the median number was 5 each region and uardwardmard had a

variety of family sizes no ona place had a dominance of one size

family

the sample tended to have families with smallsnailsmail children

the average family had one preschoolerprsschoolerprapre andschablerschobler ongons child in grade school

howeverhouaverhow9verhowHou thereaver maswas a mixture of childrens ages representing families

with pre schoolers and children in grade school junior high and

high school or a combination of the four ten families had at least

one child living awayamay framfrcm home each region and uardward had a mixture

of childrenchildrentschildrens ages

medianst

errorsp variancestvarlanvarianvaclancesscestcass

st
sg
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sexes of children wenewere fairly meliuellwellmellmeil represented families

tithwithmith both boys and girls constitute 75 of the cases dfof those

reporting a dominance of one sex 93193s9.31 had all or mostly boys and

13 had all or mostly girls there jas no preponderance of

sex of child in any ward or area

mediarediapediamedla habits the typical fanilydanily 704 subscribed to odeoneong

daily newspaper no one subscribed to more than twotuo only

nine people did not subscribe to one at all the typical

family 59 7 subscribed to one meeklyweekly newspaper no one

subscribed to more than tuotwo nineteen people did not sub
d-

escribe to one at all there wagwasmag no area difference in howhouhom

many newspapers mereweremecenerenerg subscribed to these data suggest that

the members of tanfctetfn sample at leat had somesone access to currantcurrent

events and were not cut orfoff from world happeninghappenings

for the purposes of this study it is interesting to

note that no one subscribed to a mediat1mediamedlameela magazine such as

TV guide this means that although they may have had listings

of shows in their newspaperyneuspaperynewspapernewsneus nopaperynapery one had immediate access to

commentaries about those shoysshows to help him determine which ones

wecewere suitable for his children

husbands and ulteswiveswitesulves are counted separately in these
instances because they did not agree on howhou many
newspapersneus theypapers had
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thotwo

hiohuo

93gt 19ig

maoMaaaoazinemaaazineazineagazinemarazine subscription Patternpatterns

number of fagazinas subscribed to

0 1 2 3 4 or mora

types of magazines

church 37s 148m148s 37.03700 440s44011f

family

0

370sof q5 24.1241241 11111.1iiiliiili 9.393
newsneusnemsnaus 38938.9 20 24.1241 11.1111iiilii 5.656
other 593059359.359.30 29.6296 9 5 9.9

percentages indicate percentage cf sample population subscribing
to that many magazines

these figures indicate that the majority of the sample are probably

somewhat active in the church overoerdverovar 80 subscribe to at least tuotwo

of the church tagazinesmagazinesTaga thiszines dogsdeesdoesdeegdegg not drove that they read them

but at least they have access to them the fact that over 60 of

the people subscribe to at least onaoneore family and one neus magazine

and that 40 subscribe to tiotwo or morsymoret indicates that the sample is

composed of people mhouhamha seem to be fairly ueliwelluell exposedsxposad3xposed to mass media

literature and uno at the very laastfaast consider reading worth paying

for there merewere no area differences in houhow many magazines wereteremedetede

subscribed to

incomein Acomecone uldewidemide strabastratastrala of income brackets wedewere represented

ranging from 500085000 orar beloubelow to 45000 or above the most fre-

quently reported income maswas 150001999915000 the19999 mantimantl and

5

other magazine subscription patterns are shownshoungnoun in tabletatletabie 1

table 1 ao

LI

14agazinasagaz inesinas

37
37 op 18518.5 11 1

4

1

0 a

4013

fr

3

370

389 56

593 296

185

204

qa

20420.4

9.393 1.919
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grass valley mandswards represented the loulowioulom income areas the average

income maswas 610000149999610000 and149999 no one had an income larger than that

the other wards had one or tuotwobuo families in that income bracket but

most of them wecewere 15900019999159000 or19999 above

0cgup0 atc ion the occupations fell into the follcwingfollouingfollowingfolfoieol categorieslouing

professionaltechnicalProfessional 241Technical

manager official and 20.4204
business ownerownen

clericalsalasclericalsalesClerical workerwonkerSalasSales 37s373.7

skilled craftsmanforemanCraftsman 19iForeman

service corkeryuorkery private
household and laborer 93s
housewife not in labor force 407s

percentages equal the percent of the total sample population
having that occupation

three other categories farm ouerlaborererlaborerOuerour retiredunemployedRetiredLaborer

disabled

Unemployed

and student wecewere included as possible answers but no one

fit into these categories

these figures indicate that the sample maswas composed primarily of

people having white cellar occupations there is no wayuaymay of telling

from this data if the majority of the US church members hold uihits

collar jobs or if uhitewhitebuhite collar people happened to be the majority of

those randomly selected As might be expected fromfro n the reported

incomes the majority of the blue collar jobs came from the mantimantl

and grass valley wards

education the education levels fell into the following

categories

46
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homehonehorenome evening behaviorsbeha arevietsviers INCURS highlyh drbjectghlyehly todub socialinjectiject desiradesina

abilitybility factors chichuhich could effectaffect an individuals responses Q

methodologymethneth isodology not a foolprooffool uproof ay of eliminating this halo effect

of course but because the respondent is forced to comparatively

cankraikcark a serios of already constructed statements hahe is noremorenoce likely

to ansueranguer honestly and informatively than if he is merely ashadaskedashod

ooDO00 you use the television as a babysitter or howhou meilwell do you

li e family homehone evening

lbib

havhae

lasslfss

pecppeca le ho-i d4ing advanceadvrncdadv7rcd deresresde-

work

or

the

hciving

other

dezedenederedene

arpascreasareas

cscrn5cns
had

post

a

graduateoraduate

fairly cvncvlncen mixture generally remrenranuenramuan

had anrenreocemreolceoycem educationlreyre than connuonnwomnn

0 nothcdolipcothgdoldqy bothgoth methods of lelkelkeibelsbeis

7

GS than high cchccischccl s6
h-ighnighhigh schschool 2graduate 6211

attended

c

trade school 191

attended

9

some college 22.2222

college graduate 181.8
anesne post graduate borkuork 1q
advanced degree 167

percentages equal the percentage of the population
at that educational level

thesethessthossthose figures indicateindi thatbate the samplesampie is leil1611uellueliligi educated with 67

having attendeeattended college pneane 31 having done pest graduate ueck or

obtainingobtainina advanced degressdegrees TUCGDH had the greatestgrdagrna nurbprnurtesttast ofbecber

pecplepeaple holding

control and family

4

fu

S ineinide e

of

havi ig

L arves4rves ng

f

uke

obtain lnainaino

vi sicri
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effectseffectp ahekhs&he statements are the variables not the people

the 0 sorts in this study were coded separately but analyzed

together as if there had been one sort of 100 items withnith

in a Q sort the respondentresooncsnlresoondent sorts thetha samalasamplasamp19 of statements

accordineaccordingaccordina to a modified normal distribution onan tnetrietnieane basis of some

criteria agreedisagre9agreedisagres like menot like me etc in this
shudystudy the statements were sorted on a nine point scale graphically

this sort wouldmouldmouid look like thothe figure1 beloubelowbelon1

x x
x x

X X X X

X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

most like heme x x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x x

frequency 3 5 7 9 2 9 7 5 3

numerical value 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

orof responses

it is this sorting of statements that makes a small N adequateadequats

f r Q As stephenson explains in hisMsnis book the play theory of laespassmasstass

comrpuncommlinicationticati on the statements in the Q sorts need to be represen-

tative of all the possible statements about the issue if these

statements are representative a large N is not necessary since
4

in effect

frequencies

of 6 10 14 18 4 18 14 10 and 6 this was done so that

individuals could be typed both according to their television and

their FHE responses the data maswas then subjected to Q analysis

0f

69 1 0.0 149 4v 189 141

A

accordina

ehe

av
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results

2

of this analysis ulliwill babe presented in chapter three

correlatcorrelate rg

49

the principle steps in 0 analysis atenateralterabenatteratten the actual sort has

been danedonecloneclode are

1 A matrix of intercorrelationsinter iscorrelations formed by correlating
every persons sort of items nithwith evaryeuary other personsperson
sort ofor items

2 this matrix of intercorrelationsintercorrblationscorrelationsinter is submitted to
factor analysis so that persons are variables and
items are observations A principal axis solution
is obtained this is submitted to a varimax rotation
which produces orthogonal factors on this basis a
factor represents a grouping of persons around a
common pattern of sorting the items hence a factor
represents a type of person

3 eachcach pattern of sorting the items associated nithwith each
factor or type of permperson is estimated this is done
by weighing each item response of each of thathe persons
most highly associated aithuithwithmith a given factor by the
degree to which they are loaded on that factor the
higher a personspersonpensonpanson loading onan the factor the greater is
the weight these weighted responses are summed across
each item separately this produces an item array ofdf
weighted responses for each factor in th rotated
factor analysis solution selected the arrays of
weighted responses are then converted to zscores

4 the arrays of item z scores are ordered from most
accepted to most rejected for each factor thisibis pro
vides a hierarchy of item acceptance for each factor
or type of persons

5 the arrays of items z scores for each factor are
compared by subtraction for each pair of factors
this provides the basis for differentiating one factor
or type of persons rom

of

n
4 he

the

correlatdelat
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ever not only was the number of multi set owners excercising ccntrolcontrol

overovar their childrenchilchii TVsdrendran abouabout equal to the number of single set

owners the multisetmultisectmult ownersiset excercisedexcercisad more positive controls than

the single set owners the possibility of a relationship between an

individualindividuals Q type and the placement of his TV was checked but

none was detected

y
Q sort types will be described later in this chapter

I1

aedeed

ngleagle

51

nextnext the respondents were asked where they keephesp theintheir family

TV the majority 75.9759 keep it in the room where the family

usually gathers another 111s keep iti4ia in a room where the

family only gathers to watch TV A final 11.1111iiilii aedaeo it where

their children can get at it only with parental permission it is

the consensus in the literature that those families who have only

one television which is kept where the family only gathers to

watch TV or uberawhereubeda the ildrenchildrenchuchi can only get at it mithwith parental

permission should exercise more control positive or negative

over thairtheir childrenschild televisiondentsrents than families eho have several

sets who lot their children have their own set or keepkeap bhethei familyhe

TV in a room where the family always gathers

in order to see if this assumption held for this sample a

chi square goodness of fit test was done between the number of

televisions a respondent had and thathe individualindividualtsindividuals 0ts sort type

there was a relationship significant at thathe .007007 level between the

numbernumbed of televisions a respondent had and his Q sort type

L

b I1 I1

wleth

s-a

759

007

11.1111ilisillsilliiilii
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in another question bhethebdaude respondentrespondents merewere asked to rank a

group of shouschous according to howhou welluellmellmeli they liked them see appendix A

the shouschous presantrepresentre types of family situation comedy police and

educational programs the answers to this question give a general

idea of uhatahat types of showsshoos the parents like they also give a feeltealfeal

for what parents may be encouraging or discouraging their children to

watch the programs were scored on a tuotwo through six scale zero wastas

reserved for no response and one for shows the respondentres wasmaspondant not

familiar withtithmith the meanmaan results araareanaane presented in rabletabletabierabie 2

table 2 mean scores of program frankinorankino

rogram mean scores

little house on thetatho prairie 5131

masterpiece theater 4306

happy days r 4218

family 3381

charlie s angels

3002

kojak 2947

uelcorcwelcorc back kotter 2794

starsky and hutch

5 2

R lnk inj

program

0 0 0 V

that

rogramgnam

os

dogram

laudefaudemaude

3.1523152

whats happening

21632.163

2.1522152

these figures indicate thattybhatty unless this sample is atypical

from that described in the literature and the children do not tond
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mrsnrsars tonesjones came home from a PTA meeting at 830 pm
and found her 12yearold daughter watchingmatching police
woman a showshoushom she had forbidden her to uatchbatch she
turned off the television set and sent her daughter
to bed in spite of her complaints that it wasntwasnt

dosdot

53

to matchwatch what their parents do they are more likely to vieuviewviem

little house on the prairieepr3lrleprairiesPrairi masterpiece11asteee theatere and haddyhappy daysD

than

a

welcome back kotter starsky and hutch and maudepaudahauda thus whether

it is intentional or not the majority of these parents are encouraging

their children to matchwatch a family showshoushom dealing mithwith the problems ofor

growing up an educational shoushowshom sometimessoma dealingtimestimbs mithwithmibb themes rather

mature for young children and a situation comedy dealing mithwith

experiences of adolescents they are alo discouraging their

children from watchingmatching a situation comdycoady dealing mithwith adolescent

problems a police showshoushom dealing mithwith violent themes and a situation

comedy dealing with mature themes ieiceleeiee abortion homosexuality and

adultery

another question in the instrument was intended to get at

types and methods of dealing with a child uhenwhenehen he matcheswatches a showshou of

whichuhjfcch the parent disapproves the answers provide a chance to

compare this specific behavior withmith the general 30 sort responses

the question wasmas framed as foll3as

her
bedtime yet
do you agree withmith her course of actionaction7actions why

according to barcusebarcus1barcust criteria cutlinedoutlinedcut inlined chapter one turning

kotter

aws
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panolipuocilpannli

sendingsanding her to bed isnt dealing directly 3

uitwithwitmithmit the problem

reasonneason s givengivan for disaareeinqdisaqreeinq uithuathaithbath mrs jonesbjones1jonesjodestodes haviorgehaviorbehaviorgeSe

positive reasons for disaqreainq number of poholepooole

she should discuss it uinnuitn her daughter 4
and come to a decision about it together

1I uouldbould have furred off the TV but wouldtould 3

have discussed uitbathyath her why 1I didnt wadtwant
her to tatchwatchmatch that showshoushom

I1I1 ucliiduculd let her know I11 luaswas disappointed 2

in her behavior butbub would ave found
scrsrthinscrnethinr else fcrpcrjcr her to do until
bd bimetimetintimbim

she

e

should watch the shoushow tolth her and 2

explain qlestinableqiesticable aartspartsparbs anniand thezthenther
decide what to do together

neutral reasons tending toward positivepjsitiye number cf

regionsregsons

oblemeblem

54

off the set and sending a child to bed is a negative form 0

television control the responses shomshow whether or not thathe respon-

dents agree withulchmich a negative form of control and whetherhetheruj their reasons

for agreeing or disagreeing are positive or negative

of the 52 people whomhotho responded to the question 22 disagreeddisagresddisagre9d

mithwith the action and 30 people agreed with it the reasons given

by those whotho disagreed mithwith mcsirsmrs tones are presented in table 3

most of the people whomho disagreed mithwith this negative method of control

haohaahad positive reasons for doing so ie they mentioned in some wayuaymay

that instead of arbitrarily turning off the television they mouldwouldmouid

have some kind of a discussion mithwith the child

tebietadletabletedietenie 3

jones 30

nP Disaprebiqrebi I1

PT

pe le

be-j

h
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peodeo

disagreedisacree number of people

3

urnbergurnbernumber of people

1

the reasons given for agreeing nithwith mrs oones1dones behavior are

outlined in table 4 the biggest concern for these parents was

obedienceobed notLence television

tabietable 4 resanenresannsresannn given for aqreeinq ulachulfchwth mrs gongs behavior

positive r993 onsens for aqreeinq

if the punishmantpunishmentpunish wasmant agreed on and
the reasons she shouldnttshouldn1shouldnt batchuatch were
explained beforehand the punishment
should be carried out

neutral reasons tending toiuardtoward positive

830 is too late for a 12yearold to
be up

number ofcf people

1

number of people

1

peohlpeoplL

shoshe should have given her a related
consequence take amayaway her viewing
privileges

neutral reasons tendinqlendinqlendinilend touardtowardinainQlna neoativenegative

I1 watchmatch ibyitylbsit why shouldnttshouldnt y kids

number of people

3

reeinbreeineae2 Q

agreciagreei n 3

55

table 3 reasons given for disamreeinndisareeinq mithwith arsojrsoirsomrs jonest3onesbones behavior continued

neutral reasons tendintendingbendin towardtouard positive

it mouldwouldmouid create negative feelings and
a strained relationship to do what

3mrs onestonesjones did

she should have left someone to super-
vise her daughter if she felt that
strongly about her watching that shoushowshom

negative reasons for disaoreeinq

51 5

q

1

N

reasons

my

reasons

Di sacree

irs

lenze
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forfop ameazeeinccinc jaherjmhernumber of people

the daughter disobeyeddisobayeddiso andbayed rules 14
must be maintained

she should also restrict hecharher viewing 1

privileges

neutral reasons tendimtgndinqtendam towardtouard negativenegal numberi ofve people

every parent has the right to raise 2

his family the uaywaymay he wants to

ona darsonparsonderson did not saysav why he agreed

nesresponden

56

tabietable 4 reasons given forfureureorfou agreeingAare mithwithelnoeinoeing irspir jonesbjones1joness behaviorcontinngdj

nativenegativeNe reasons cr agreeing

chi square tests shoshow that the uayway people answeredansu thisbredered question

was not related to age number of childrenchilchii numberdreng or placement of

televisions or the aneaarpaareaarraanra 0of tho country the respondent wasmas brornfrorn and

although one might assume thatthabhat the answers to this question mouidwould

point to a Q type there lasLBS in fact no significant relationship

between the preferred answer and the 0 type houeveryhowHou theevery uayway a

person answeredansu wagwasered related to sex at th3tha 06 level of significance

mithwith females being inclined to disagree and males inclined to agree

mithwith mrs jonesbjones1jones behavior this suggests a possible relationship

between tendencies to positiveposit TVlive controls and sex it appears

tactthct malesnalosmaiesmalos meuseose negative control more 1 hanihari1 meilsfemailsfemalusmailsmalusmeigsdaiusdaigsfemalesfe

the respondedrespondentsresponden recewerejrerucei also asedascdasteedasteep a questionq designeddgsigncddasignedsigneddajestionjestior to describe

hou heytheythuy handle situations uheruhen a TV cescenecene they find questionable

comescores on

pe

on

however

ts

l- as

Behavlarbehaviarhaviarbehavior continued 1

one

irs

tjce

lir

more

huy
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mr smith and his son tom were matchingmatchwatch ang television
shoushowsheushem they batcheduatched together every weekmeek tom maswasmab also
doing his homework there oaswas a scene pirmrmir smith
strongly disapproved of he looked at tom he seemed
caught up in a math problem inthisthisifthis shoushow is usually
good and hahe doesnt seem to have noticed that scendyscenqy
so unless he says somethingsomson aboutething it I1 wont bring
it up mr smith said to himself
what mouldwouldmouid you have done in this situation

the consensus of the literature is that the effects of television on

children can be modified by adult comment on specific scenes for

examplesexample singer and singer1singers found that children can actually be

more creative than normal after watching TV if an adult makes the

proper comments about the incident there is also a concensusconcentuscon thatcensus

a parent cannot assume his child has not absorbed something going on

on television simply because he does not seem to be paying attention

in this instance the positive form of behavior would babe for the

father to talk to his son about whatever it was he found questionable

if the respondents consistently use positive behavior in similar

situationssituation their responses should mention the importance of dis-

cussing the scene mithwith their children houeverhouevergholeverHoHoue odlyonlyueververvverg 26 said they

would talk about the scene whileunileunlie 61o67s670610 said they mouidwould do the same as

mr smithy turn off the TV or change the station there tezewerwezere three

people mhowhoteiho did not answer the question the responses are detailed

in table 5

singer

P of

sg
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another series of questions maswas asked about the

respondentsrespondents1 family home evening behavior these questions

meraweremeca designed to give an idea of howhouhom many times they held

FHE homhouhow they used the manual and howhou many activities they

participated in as a family this kind of specific informa-

tion allowsallous for comparison mithwith the general attitudes they express

about FHE in the Q sorts

the parents wenewere asked houhow many times they had held family

home evening in the past tuotwobuo months a nine meekweek period answers

ranged from zero to nine and th mean number of times was 5.0935093

there was no relationship between the number of times a person

held FHE and the Q sort type he fit into

the people were also asked questionsquast aboutlonsions the family home

evening manual about 60 of them kept the manual mithwith the church

books or on a coffee or end table withmith all other locations totaling

about another third of the responses only three people did not

ownoun a manual the number of times the manual wasmas used for the FHE

lesson ranged from zero to eight and the median number of times it
was used wasnas 3 the respondents were also asked howhou many times they

used a priesthood manual relief society manual or6rar other church

publication for the lesson answers ranged from zero to four and

the median number of times wasmas .271271

thus the people in this study held family home evening about

half the time used the manual about half of the times they held FHE

and rarely used some other church magazine these responses weceweremece not

related to sex area or Q type of the respondent

the

1

271
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fahfajnril outings meannean nimbernumberniaber of FHEs

sports 1167 .389389

movie 444 148.148

shopping trip 2.3522352 .222222

home project 2.1302130 .685685

service project 778 .241241

other .574574 .352352

the fafrili99fairilies surveyed did not do a lot of things togethertogethe either

family outings orbr family home evenings the most frequently held

activities mereweremaremarb shopping cripsytripsytrips home projects and sports however

although the overall figures point to a minimum of family activity

there weneweremeramenamene some people in each category mhowho often holdhaldheldheid both family

home eveningactivitiesand family outings the number of times a

person said he participatedparticipaced in these activities did not seem to have

any bearing on the Q type he fibfit into

finally the last question in the survaysurvey was an open ended

question asking people ahatuhat their thresthree most important challenges

wecewerewecawena the responses are indicated in table 7

eveninceveningjactivitiesand

60

next the respondents wezeweremeremece asked to indicate houhowhom many times they

participated in various activities either as a family oufcincouti oric as a

family home evening the mean results are detailed in table 6

table 6 mean number of times respondents participate in
family activities in a ninenina bleekweek period

activity meannaanneanmaan numbarbumbar of family FHEI s

f

fit

389

148

222

685

241

574 352
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tabietablejablelablelabie 7 respondents three flostmostnostnosb important challenges

percentagepercenta ofe people who
who listed that challenge

challenge first second thindthird

raise children 29.6296 9.393 56

teach children the gospel
good habits self reliance 18.5185 9.393 19

finances 9.393913 22.2222 5.656
success in business 5.656 3.737

retirement 3.737 5.656 5.656
keep commandments 19 373.7 14.8148

get or keep active in church 19 373.7 74
be a good spouse and keep

family close

37 74

the most frequently mentioned challenges merewere raising and

teaching children others mentioned werenarenane keep up with the times

organize life cope mithwith step children get more education and

being and older parent the challenges people gave merewerenere not

related to their age sex number of children number and placement

of TsTVs area of the countrycoun Qbrygtrygbrys type or the wayuay they answeredansu theeredened

questions about mrs donesjones and mr smith

ftesjrondentst

296 93

185

93 222 56

56 37

37 56 56

37 148

37

148 5614.8148 5.656
health
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Q sort findingsFin

the

dinas

data from the Q sorts merewere subjected to the Q analysis

described in chapter tuotwo in the first analysis a solution mithwithmibb

eigenvalueseigenvalueigenvalueelgeneigen ofvalu no less than 27 was asked for the result wasbiaswias a

one factor solution into uhichchich most of the sample fit at least

generally this analysis also indicated that the average reliability

of the individual sorts wasmastas 75 and that the range of reliability in

sorting behavior wasmas rather substantial from 50 to 91

the single factor solution accounts for 35 of the total

variance and some factorists uouldbould select this solution onan the grounds

that extracting additional factors from the correlation matrix does

not account for an additional five percent of the total variance

this single factor seems to be the general factor underlying much of

the behavior of the people doing the sort this factor becomes an

estimate of the average mormonhormon parent ubenuhenwhen uewe consider TV and

family home evening activities alone

the type of pecsonparsonpersonpacson described in bhethe single factor solution

appears to bebg very profamilypro homeFamily evening he thinks it benefits

him personally by helping him learn to teach and live the gospel

he thinks it helps him with his family by enabling him to bear his

testimony without sounding preachy by bringing unity to his family

and by helping him and his spouse communicate with their children

better he thinks it helps his children get along mithwith each other

learn to recognize the spiritspirity give lessons read the scriptures

and deal mithwith problems

a

es

fitt
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this type parent says he almost aimasalwaysalmas had FHE on monday night

and almost always uses the manual he says that both hahe and his

children like the manual and they do not think that any of the

lessons are dull or irrelevant to their problems

this type parent strongly disagrees with anti family home

evening statements he does not think there are so many other

church meetings that FHE is unnecessary or that the church

should put more emphasis on gospel principles and less on FHE he

says he does not think family homahome evening has any kind of negative

effect on his family and that he would never put things like

childrenschildren chores or homework before having FHE

with regard to television the single factor parent says he

controls his childrenschild TVcentsrents more than most parents for example he

always makes his children stop watching at a specific time on school

nights his family does not uatchbatch whatnhat the fussiestfuss childiest wantsmants to

see he does not encourage his children to watch mature shows to

help prepare them for adulthood and he does not think his children

are old enough to decide what and uhenwhen they should watchlatch he does

not think TV is criticized too much

this type parent also says that he uses positive forms of tele

vision control he tells his children which behaviors he does not

like uhenwhenuben they appear on TV and discusses the problems they see and

houhowboubombow they relate to their lives he says he does not use TV as a

babysitter or a means of punishment and remardrewardreuard

11

no

v

aard
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he things other things are more important then TV he raadsraabs

more than he watchesmatches and thinks his children spend more time outside

than watchingmatching tvrTV

the one factor solution is interestinginte inrestina that it describes what

the average mormon says he does however it is not sufficient to

describe or make interpretations about this group of specific

people for one thing although Q sort method wasmas chosen because it
tends to reduce halo effect social desirability contributed to the

responses individuals gave

thetha consensus in this type about family homahome evening is just

about ubab the church wouldmouldmouid like it to be it is a beneficial program

usually held on monday and usually consisting of a lesson rom the

manualmanuals howeverHo whenuhenmeveruever asked houhowhom many FHEfeetsfhets they actually held in the

past tuotwo months only one person said hshe held it every time and eight

people did not hold it at all it is true that 33 people said they

held it five times or more but 21 people said they held it four

times or less the respohse6respohsdt of those 21 individuals indicate that

uhlie people may think FHE is a wonderfuluonderful programpioproplo forgramt some reason

they do not hold it consistently

the one factor person also says he and his family like thetha

FHE manual but only two people used the manual eight times and

1 people did not use it at all only 13 people used the manual five

or more times while 41 people used it four times or less they may

like the manual but they do not use it

in

14
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social desirability is also apparent in the television res-

ponses for exampleexamples although the onaonedna factor type person says he

discussesdiscuss with his children things he seassees on television that he

does not approve of 39 of the people said they would have done

thathe same as mr smith and not discussed the objectionable scene withmith

their child there mereweremece 28 whomho said they mouldwouldmouid have changed the

station turned off the TV or found something else for the child

to do thus 76 mouldwouldmouid not have discussed the scene mithwith tom and only

26 would have

another reason the one factor solution is not sufficient to

interpret the sample is because it leaves 38 of the explainable

variance and nine of the people unexplained

because of these discrepancies and unexplained variance in the

one factor solution a twotyo four and a five five factor solution

wecewerewecaneca obtained the four factor solution was settled on as the best

solution for several major reasons first the twotuo factor solution

had the same basic problems as the one factor solution it was

difficult to interpret and left reliable variance unaccounted for

second no significant correlations remain in the residual matrix after

four factors are extracted thirdythirds in the four factor solution the

eigenvalues are still 20842082.0842084 or above while in the five factor

solution they go downdoun to 1595 michwith less than a miomia increase in explained

variance fourth the four factor solution explains QQ88 of the ex-

plainable variancevariani before rotation the variance is explained as

followsfolfoi iouslouslows

10

third

411
0

e

ss

plainable
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expeap tain

11.1

5

si10

4 fourthfourth factor

9 remaining reliable variance

43s error unreliability

fifth according to the keiljrigleykeil criterionjjrigley a factor must be de-

fined by at least treevreeV variablesree mithwith their

rotatedrotatedotate

highest

solution

loadings

on

in

that

the

factor the five factor solution has tuiltwotull

of feuerfewerits highestelvafiveeiva loadingsfactors anddefined

sixth

by

the

buotuotwo

factors

or

in the five factor solution beckmabecomabecbmg fuzzy and

difficult to interpret

interpretation of the four factor sqlutipsollition n

the faurfcur factor solution explains B people and leaves six

unexplained each of the six has a reliability score of less than

55 the rest of the sample has a reliability of less than 75 thus

ubile the solution does not explain these people one of the reasons

buhyuhywhy is because they mereweremece net conscientious or careful in their sorting

behavior they may simply havhave been poor respondents

with regard to arityuritypurity the breakdown of individuals in the four

factor solution is as follousfollowsbollousfolfoi

y

lousious

purity is the percent of fie variance explained by the largest
leading acas compared to the total variancevadvar explainedexlancglancelence la

43

s

wh ie

e

11 ie
nedP

66-

35 first factor

5s second factor

5 third factor
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factor

factor one

factor tuo

factor three

factor four

number of peoplepeools

purity 7 purity 5.5

7 of 17 13 of 17

7 of 22 18 of 2242

4 of 8 6 of 8

3 of 7 6 of 7

thus the factors are fairly pure

the fourlour factor solution has 20 consensus items and 80

items that differentiate types of people

common attitudes and behaviors

regardless of their actual behavior all the respondents

had high agree ratings on some of the profamilypro homesomeflomeisomeFamily evening stats

ments they think FHE helps parents communicate better eithwith their

children and that it helps their children learn to give lessens

read the scriptures recognize the spirit and deal with their

problems

they say that they and their children like FHE and they think

the lessons from the manual are interesting andaidadd they disagree mithwith

critical statementsstata likements I1 stillstil hold FHE even though there are some

things I1 dont like about theche programprogran and I1 still hold FHE regular

ly even though 1I seldom see any good results

no matter uhatahat they really do they all say that they do not use

the television as a means of punishment and remardrewarddewarddemard they do not

watch whatnhat the fussiestfuss childiest wants to catchy and they never let

their children stay home from any church meeting to matchwatch TV they

f

Hbhe

ard
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also said that they encourage their children to read as many

hours as they watch TV and to match shows such as the nemsneusnews

masterpiece udonuponTheattheatertheaters aand classiconce they do not change

the channel to what they mantwantmanbmanhwadt to see if their children are watching

something else

the people in this sampiesamplesampia also agreed with somesone at least

potentially negative forms of television control ieleviea they

interrupt their children to help them do chores even if they are

involved in a television shou and if their children areaceade matchinguatchingwatchingbatching a

show they disapprove of they are morenorecoreoorecoce likely to change the channel

than argue withmith then about it

description f factor twartypes

I1 uiliwillnili nounownom characterize the four factor types based first on

the typical Q sort each type produced and secondly on the responses

of those individuals most highly correlated with the type to the

survey questions

lypelyde wingeing

ie9

descri2& ionlon of s

7A personsparsons antftelevisionantianbi milyfairilyfarrilypilytelevision homshonshqnhan eveninqeveningming2 conformists

the

ix

type

12

A

F- L

person is vary muchnuch in favor of strong television con

brolbroi and hohe thinks he controls his childrenchildrentschildrens television more than

most parents he suspends his childrens television privileges whanuhanwhen

they watchmatch showsshons he has forbidden them to watch and if they display

negative behaviors that he thinks they learned fromfron a TV shoushowshom he

forbids them to watch that shou again he decides in advance whatnhat

childcentsrents
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is appropriate for his children to see and his family never

matcheswatches TV on sunday

type A does not think television has much to offer he daes not

thinkthing it is an effective wayuay to broaden his childchilds knowledge of the

horlduorld or increase his vocabulary he corriesuorriosuorries about the uayway certain

shows seem to affect his childrenschilchii behaviordrehs and he notices that

his children fight menemeremoremone after watching saturday morning cartoons he

does not think it is important to matchwatch at least one television shoushow

withtith his children at nichtnightnioht and he does not think they should be able

to matchwatch three hours of TV in one day even if there are three good

shows onan that day and nonenona the next

type A watches the newsneus less thedthanthenthad any other type

A type A person isig profheprochepro heFHE says he usually uses the manual

his childrens homework and chores never come before holding family

home evening his family is never too busy to hold FHE and they

rarely do not remember to hold ibit he does not think his family

benefits more from doing things together than from having a structured

lesson

houeveryHou typeeveryevenyavery A also seems to say he likes FHE more out of con-

formity than aromfromrrom genuine affection he admits that he holds family

homehonehooe evening even thoughtnoughbhoughenough there are somssome things he does not like about

the program because he thinks it wiilwill eventually have a good effect

on his children and that he sometimes does not have FHE because he

does not like the manual he usually prepares his lessons on monday

night and he brys to hold FHE regularly even though it often results

ch ildslids
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in family disharmony and is difficult to fit into the family

busy schedule

type A does not do so often but he has investigators commecornscome to his

family home evening more often than anyone else

of the people in this sample the typical type A person is

likely to come from portland or tucson areas mithithwith enough church

stakes to be out of the dimissionfissionimission fieldafield1field category but also out of the

tight utah southern idaho area of church influence Mshe is apt to b

between the ages of 25 and 34 and is as likely to be male as female

his income ranges anywhereanyuahyu fromhere 10000 to 24999824999 and his professionprofet

is

sionslon

professionaltechnicalProfessional orTechnical housewife he has been to at least some

college and is apt to have some post graduate workuorkmorkbork he taketakestanestares at

least tuotwo church magazines three other types of magazines and kwotuotwokuo

newspapers

A type A person has one TV which he is apt to keep in a placoplace

where his children can only get at it uithaith his permission he dis-

likes all of the shouschous listed onan the survey except possibly little
house on the prairie family and ko laujakiau his responses to mrsfirsmirspicsmcs jonasjones

mr smith situations7tuations are slightly more apt to be negative than

positive

type A has about seven family home evenings in a nine week

period half of which are mithwith a manual the only thing he is very

likely to do with his family as a whole is a home project and he is
not likely to have any kind of family activity as a family hodehomehoniehomie

eveningevaninaEv

his

eninaaninganida

most important challenge is teaching his children

familyt3
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ietterletter writing or use it as a problem solving

cossickcogsinncossicnGsinnseloncocossi andcn houghlthoughlahoughlt he goes through the manual from cover to

cover he usually supplensnfcssupplarsnts his lessons bithuifchuith articles in the

church magazines or prepares a lesson from the manual for thathe

younger children and one uithaith somesone other church publication for the

older ones

methe type B person does not think that there are scso many

church meetings during the beekuaokueek anotheranothar religious meeting is not

callycaily positive television controycgntrolcontro1Contro

tha1he type 03 pecsonperson is ouchnuchmuchnochmochoech more casual about his family hocehonehome

eqninglierlliell attitudesing ardatl ehavcrslituitgit thandes type A he liveslikeslivas FHE but

restly bccajsecocabocaceca itltise is the only tietime during the ueekbeek when his family

can be together Hshe usually preparespro hisparosparespacos lessons in advance but hahe

thinks his familyfamilys bestts FHEehe are uhenuhcn they catch up on things like

journal eatrissentriss and letiet bartar

cosslsossi

ahethe

tercthrc ugt
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S mmmalyntary ntof avoetvpetvoe A

tyoe A says family home evening is wonderful but gomesomasome ofor

his statementsstat suggestemerts that he says so modemere out of ccnfornity than

fromfronfroe ganuire approval of the program he does not like television

and does netnot think itlt has much tc offar hishie children and tends to

be negative in his control he is yeungyoung uellwellmellmeliueli educatoreducatadeducatod and fairly

jelluell paid helieide comes from a large city out cf the immediate utah

idaho circle of church influence there are 17 people 1214 ofor

uhcmuficm are couplescoup inlesslest type A

type 0 parsonperson holds casual family acmehcme eveningseveninqst has
basicallynasicallyaas9asnasi

type

4
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familyts FHEs
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necessary or thabthat his children learn more from experiences they

have as a family than from hearing about another familyfamjly in a0 lesson

and they do not skip FHE even if onnoneons of the family members is not

home on monday night

rypetyperypa 8 does not do so oftenoftens but he has FHE with another

family niocemore often than any other type

type 8 is basically positive in his television control he

discusses the problems his children see on television and howhouboubow they

relate to their lives and if he sees behavior on TV that he dis-

approves of he usually tells his children what he does not like

about it he does not use the television as a babysitter by doing

things like encouraging his children to wetchwatch a showshou whenuhen he needs

time alone withmithtith his spouse and he says he does not think television

is an effective wayuay to keep his children occupied he does not let

his children watch television until their homework and chores are

done and on school nights he usually makes them stop matchingwatching at a

specificspecifspecia time

type 8 does have some negative television behaviors uhenwhen he

finds his children watching a shoushowshoua he disapproves of he usually

turns off the set and if his children break a family rule he

sometimes punishes themthornthermthemm by suspending their television privileges

in this sample the typical 8 patsonpetsonperson is most likely to come

from mountainHoun greenagreenbaintain smalla towntoun welluellweliweil within the churchchurchschurche s immediate

sphere of influence but might come from portland or tucson he is

apt to be 35 or older and is as likely to be male as female his

Type

ic

most

1 ave4ve

famely
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proeprolprofessionaltechnicallesgionaltachnical he is a high

school graduate or has some college training he takes twotuoluolmolwohwo or three

of the church magazines and at least twotuo other types of magazines and

tujotwo newspapers

there is not noticeable overlap between houhowhom many television sets

the people most like type 8 have or between uhereoherecohere they keep their

televisions there is also not duchnuchmuch in common in the wayuaymay they rated

the TV shows except that they are apt to like little house on the

prairie and haddyhappy davsdays and never have heard of masterpiecemasterriie

theater A typedtype B personspersonis responses to mrs jonesbjones1jonesjodes situation

are likely to be positive but his responses to hrmr smiths situation

are likely to be negative

type B either has eight or four family home evenings in a nine

week period and uses the manual anywhere from zero to six time3timesbimesulmestimea he

is likely to do home projects service projects shopping trips or

sports withmith his family and is almost as apt to participate in them

as a family home evening as jusjustlustlus a family outing

his most important challenge is teaching or raising his children

summary of tycetyretyda 8

typerypenype 8 appears to have a genuine affection for the kind of

family home evening he holds Hshe has FHE fairly regularlyregularlyr but it is
more apt to be a problem solving session or a family activity than

a structured lesson althoughAlthou heoh has some negative behaviors his

television controlcontr isol01 likely to be positive he discusses mithwith his

children the things they see on TV and does not use the set as a

banuganu inelne
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income is 150001999915000 or19999 523000s20003 2a999211999 and his profession is
anything from sales clerk to professional technical

523000211999

ce

type8

o0

he
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babysitterbabysittarbaby hesitharsittar is 35 or olcerolder moderately educated and fairly

uell paid he is mikalylikalylikely to coecccogcoe frome a small utah tountownbounboun but might

come from a large city out of the immediate circle of church in

fluence therethera are 22 people 2 of uhenuhcnwficn are couples in typotype B

lynetype C persons protelevisiqn inclinedinclingd to use it as a
babystterusitterbabysitter unenthusiaunenthusiasticUnen thusiastic about family home evening

the type C person likes television he thinks it is a positive

fonceforcefonfor incp raising his children and that it helps do such things as

increase their vocabulary

his favorable attitude touardtoward TVrv leads him to some negative

behaviors he often uses television as a babysitter by encouraging

his children to watch a shoushow uhenwhen he needs to be left alone to workwonkmorkmock

on nethingscnethingscnethinasc or uhenwhen he and his spouse need time together he thinks

television is an effective uay to keep his children occupied and has

them matchwatch TV if he is ill or if they are bored

socesome other negative behaviors type C has are that he lets his

children matchwatch TV even in there are no good shows on and uhenwhen there

is no school the next day he lets them watch TV as late as they wantmant

toA heo0 does not discuss with his children the problemsprcblems they see on

TV and no one decided in advance what showsshoutssnows should be viewed

type C does have some positive behaviorsbeha howeverviorst whenuhen his

children display negative behavior that hahe thinks they learned from

a television shomshoushow he does not automatically forbid them to watchmatch

7 A

babysitbabysi1 tar

c1411 y

12

P aus itter
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that shoushowshom again he does nobnotnou simply turn off the satsst L hen hahe

finds that his children are watching something he disapproves of

and he does not suspend his childrenschildren1childrenschildren s1 viewingvlemingeleuvieu privilegesinc uhenwhen

they watch a showshoushom he has forbidden them to see

although a type C person thinks his children are adult enough

to decide what and uhenwhen they matchwatch there are some shows that hahe and

his spouse matchwatch that they do not let their children see

the type C person is not mildlywildly enthusiastic abouabout family home

evening hahe says his children learn mocomoramoromodo from experiences they have

as a family than from hearing about some other family in a lesson

and that the church should put more emphasis on the principles of the

gospel and less on family home evening

type C thinks it is difficult to hold FHE because he doasdoes not get

the lessons prepared uellwellueli enough in advance his spouse and children

do not like it and because it interferes mithwith such things as hcmeuorkhcmewark

chores and preparing dinner howeverHoj heevecever says he still tries to hold

it even though there are things about it that he does not like

uhenwhen type C does not have FHE he does not substitute some

people in this sample the area of immediate church

influence is not important the typical C person is likely to come

frcmfram portland or mantlhantimanti ha is as apt to be under 3539 as over 35 and is

as apt to be malsmaledaisdale as female there is no noticeable overlap between

the incomes of the people most like C between their professionsprofession or

between their schooling although they tend to be less than college

not

less

family activity and he does not think FHE is any good as a family

problem solving session

for the

f rcmacm

ftemlem
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ainestzinest tuotujotwo other types of magazinesnagamaga andzines tuotwoteobeobuo newspapersneus

there

papers

is no noticeablenotice overlapabioablo between the people most like C

and houhow manynanyrn TVs they have but they are likely to keep their main

TV in the room wharewhere the family usually gathers there maswas

churcheschurchts

asuausuawilyilly

75

graduates the type C person is apt to take all three church mag-

azines

also no

similarity in TV shoushow preference except that most likahlikadlik2d little house

on thathe prairie and halevhappyhapev days the type C persons responses to pirsfirsmrshrs

jonessrdonesrrjonesmrtoneDoneJonestones smithsrr situations are more apt to be negative than positive

there is no similarity in what the people most like C consider

to be their most important challenges

summary of tyeetype C

type C is not too enthusiastic about family home evening he

thinks it is difficult to hold and that his family benefitsbenebere morafits from

doing other things he loves television but uses negative TV controls

hatielialla lets the TV babysit his children and rarely discusses the things

they see mithwith them he represents a mixture of young parents his

income ranges from very ioulojlowlom to very high as does his education and

he is as likelyiinoliko toly come from a6 large city amayaway from the church

immediate

ts

influence as from a small tountown uellwellueliueli within the chruchschruchisruchsruchIsCh

immediatemediatein sphere there are eight people in type C

tydetypetyne D persons anti rheFHCFHEehe basically positive television control

the type D person is not convinced that there is a need for

holding family home evening he says his family benefits more from

doing things together than from havingh aving structured lesson and that

they usually do not have a formal lesson but substitute some special

ly

14is

L
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activity nearly every meakmeekweekweak

type D has a hard time having FHE hahe does not hold it because

one of them is not at hoe on monday he forgets to have it his

family is too busy he thinks its more important for his children

to get their homework and chokedchored done and because he does not know

howhouhom to get his family started in such a program

type D also does not use the manual very often his children

do not like the lessons and he thinks they are irrelevant to bhetheehe

problems his family faces

basically type D is positive in his television control in his

household the whole family decided in advance the shows to be watched

on a school night he mavesmakesmaces his children stop watching at a specific

time he does not usually interrupt his children to do chores uhenwhen

they are involved in a television showshom and he usually batchesuatches at

least one shomshoushow a nightnicht while his children are uatchingbatching howeverhoueverholeverHo heweveruever

is not likely to tellbelibeilteli his children what hohe disapproves of if he sees

behavior on television that he does not like

if tharetherethane is no schoolsdhbol the next day he does not make his children

stop watching at a specific time and they usually end up watching

what the fossiestfussiestlossiestfussfOss childlestiest mantswants to matchwatch

there is to typical area for the people most like D to come from

D is apt to be 34 or less and femalefeihale incomes are apt to be 10000-

149999

10000-

14999 or 200002499920000 and24999 professions range from housewife to

professionaltechnicalprofessional typetechnical D is likely to onlyony be a high school

graduate he subscribes to one church magazine one other type

magazine and one neiospapernewspaper

ype
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chilchii Hren 1tydetyoe D is likely tc be young and camalefsmalcfamale type Ds income

cangesrangescanoes frcmfrcrfrim high to loutoylowiou ndandrnerde educationodu iscationcatlon modest A type D person

cotescores from no typical area there are seven people tuotwo of uhichchich

are a couple in type D

discussicr of 0 troastvo3stvoas

although strictly speaking the informationirformat gisanedleanedon from this

study cannctcannat be generalizedgeneral toizod the whoiewhole united slates church popopopuPOPL

latiorylationlatiiati sinceory the samplesarplesampie was a randomrandorrandon one some possible trends can

be pointed out for example the respondencrespcndewrespondencerespond mereweremeneweneenc

73

there is no similaritysimil hetteenbstueenhetueenariY people most likeilke D and homhowhoui many

NsTVsvvs they have but the nainmain TV is apt to be in the romroomnomnoom where thetho

family usually gathers except that they ilkelike littielittlelihlit houset onle the

prairie there is no similarity in the shawsshowsshaus that type D personsparsons

like type D responses to a firsmrs doneshrjonesmrDonesJones smithHrMr situation are

more apt tc be negative than positive

there is no similarity in homhouhowheuhem many times the people most like
D held family homehornshomme evening but they all did not use the manual at

all each person had about 10 activities uithaith his familyfamil butyl there

was nc similaritysinilaritysimlsinisimi inlarity the type of activity and it las notno usually an

activity as a fanilydanily home evening

the biggest challenge aasuas raising their children

sunrarv of avoetvaetvoe D

typelype D is not convinced that a structured FHE is necessary hahe

usually does not bavehavebeve a fyrolfcrolfcrmol lessora butson has sonesonssome kind ofdf family

activity nearly every leeileelleekteel heilellelie is basically rcsitive in his tele-

vision control the uholeuhcleuhrlebhole familyfam decides in advance what uluwilluin be

matchedwatched and he usually matcheswatches at least one shomshowshaw a nichtninht with his

children

given an equal

li 1 e

pra icieirieicle similar lty
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number

1

of TV and FHF statements so that both could have been

equally important in differentiating types of people however

the FHE statements were more significant in determining the

category into which a person sitfitlit this means that these people

differ in patterned waysmays more in their behavior uithaith regard to

a program specifically outlined by the church than they do in

an area which the proper behavior has been left rather vague

by church authorities

another aspect that deserves some mention is the fact that

the most prevalent type of LDS parent saens to be thetha one mhowho

sherefrherefiunelureigne focforfcc

somesomssodssoma reason having a family hoehomeromeroee eveningveningLE that follows the pr

ascribedscribed outline does

belatirelatilonshipsLon uliiwillulliships be discussed in greater

detail in chapter four

characteristics of the tuotwotudted qsorts as instruments

in order to further compare and delaterelate the tujotwotuo qsortsysortsvQ the

television statements warewerewace intercorrelated and the FHE statements

uedemede intercorrelated these correlationsintercorrelationsinter produced matrices

that mereluereweremece 50 variables square ie asco2sco25c0 correlations each

has rather casual family homehonehore evenings this parent also has

basically positive television control the next nostmost prevalent

type is the cneoneodecde mhowho has a conformist family hofehomehore evening and

he has basically negativenegi televisiontive control therefore

not naanmaanneanmean thatbhat a parent ulli also have

positive control over his childrenschildren TV

those and other relationships

f

u 1ell111eil
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andardane behaviorsbehavior they do

not differ in as manynany ways as they do withmithtith recardregard tu their TV

attitudes and behaviors

the pattern of correlations gives further support to this

idea the FHE statements produced 174 correlations larger than

s030.30

I1ncrfcc square matricesnatricesmatenatmatzdatdate 1200icesricescicesdices

meaningful nonredundantnonredund3rtredundantnon relationscorrelationsco wenewereuedemedemene calculated for each

set of items

the means and standard deviations produced for each item by

these intercorrqlationsintercorrelationscorrelationsinter shoushowshom thathatt there maswas a greater divergence

of responses for thathe TV items than for the FHE items the means

for the TV items nangarangarange from 2.96296296 to 753 a difference of 457457i4.57

the interquartile range is somewhat more restrictrestricted from 405 to

5b5y a difference of 2802602.80 and the standard deviations for these

itans have a median value cf 2042041 mithwith only seven items producing

a standard deviation less than 175

in contrast the deansmeansmearsdears cfof the FHE items radgerangeradoe from 294 to

c93p33y a differencediffer ofoiengoenco 4891 te interquartile range is 4044.04404 to

6165166.16 a differencedijdil ofference 212 thetho medianmed stand2standarcstandardstandastan4 deviationdancdarclan fccforfonfoc

thesethose items is 174 this is less than the standard deviation

of fully 43 of the 5053 items further only nine of the FHE itemsite
shoushow

is

a standard deviation larger than the mediadmedianmadianmadlan standard deviation

or the TV items

this indicates that uhlie the 5434 people who sorted these

statements differ in their FP attitudes a

ol01

gig616

30sa

if the redundantradun correlationsdant are removed as uellwellueli as those in the

diagonal uhich are always 1331.331
1 0i

A correlation thisthi gizcizglza reaches about the c2 level of

he

al1 20412.041
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wayeayuay tote teach the gospel for example cadcangad

erallybrally these high correlations among similar items suggest that

the sorting of the statements uasaas reasonably reliable and done

by nostmostcost subjects withmith proper carecars the total number of signi-

ficant correlations tfirns the relative similarity of the

responses cf the 54 subjects to the forced ranking procedure

that Q technique entails

the TV Q sort produced 100 correlations larger than 30y or

an 8 significance chereuhere chance alone mouldwouldmouid yield 2

renkronkrenn leg

usingisingasing

toytop

69gg

30to

reasonablyreasonabl 9

subasubj e- ts

this means that 14.4144 of the correlations merewere signi-

ficant at the .0202 level

the largest correlation in the FHE matrix aasuas .7474 it maswas

between items 44 and 47 both of which amount to admission of

seldom holding family hehomehotehete evening see appendix C for details

of wording four other correlationscorcacorra largerlations than 5.56.6 occurredboccutoccut

although these statements basically amount to asking the same

thing in slightly different ternsterms they do provide some infer

ration about the people the 53.5363.63 c-orrelationor betweenrelation items 3 and

7 thinking rheFHE helps children recognizereccgnize uhethethauha spirit and thinking

it is an effective u ay

the

largest correlation arongamong these iternsitenseitens maswas .6969 it occurred

between items 48 and 49 both of ubichwhich deal mithwith 1singjsing TV as a

81

significance for this sample size in a tuotwo tailed test since

11200 redundantnonredundantnon correlations aerueruernaern calculated it is possible

that 24 of those obtained are sinplysinpysimpy random events butgut the

analysis generated 174y eeliuellwelllelileil beyond hatwhat mightnightdight be expected by

chance

174

f

matr x

red

9fr armsirms

tllie

sortproduced

reasonabl

144

02

74
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razramnaz 11y homehonehoze evening statements were also calculated this analysis

produced 1250 nonredundantnonredund3ntredundantnondon andan meaningfuld correlations the addi-

tional fifty occurring because the correction betueenbetheen itemiten 1

of the TV statements and iten I11 ofcf tethe rheFHE statementsstat isemerts meaningful

and so on for items 2 and 2 3 and 3 etc this time 101 or 8

ofoi he1 correlationsthet mere bargarlargariarglbargl toanthan 30.30

uhlieunite this set of correlations is a result of individual

behaviorsbehaviorsybehavior itSy cannot be interpreted in ternsterms of subsets of people

it ustmust be interpreted in terms of subsets of items determin-

ing the proper subsets is difficult loueverhoueverh6weverho sincemevenueverwever neither

factor analysis nor any other procedure rorforfonron handling matrices

of correlations is appropriate this is because the variables

9282

babysitterb3bysi Attatte smallerer cluster of items nos 4161 47471 48431f 49 and

50 all amount to differenteildilell occasionsferent for using tneane TV as a

babysitter these five generatege thererate highest intercorrslationsintercarrelations

in this set of items once again there is evidence of conscien-

tious and reliable sorting behavior on the part of the majority

of subjects the smaller number of significant correlations

smallerhallerhalierhaliensr in contrast to the number found for the FHE items

reflects the greater heterogeneity among theche 54 subjects in their

television uleus

intsrcorrelafciops betweendqtueenb3tween the tuoTJOtwo Q sontssortssors

the correlations bstuesnbetueem the television statements and the

family

ol01

shatestate

corcoc

bicaniciicanicsign I1

he

1 ntercorrela t ionslons

ants

prod iced

3

rr

Ii canIC

r 30
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tuilultul

stcstr

eveeva ing

cubtut
anaaia lysis

oao&

angestongest

idenaden

on the acusrcus are different than the variablesvarivarl enonablesabies the columns

ie item 1 of thathe TV items is not the samesane as item 1 of the
x

FHE items

finding the subsets ofof traits that go together is a laborious

task table 8 presents the 14 strongest relationships As can

be seen fromfron a careful study of table 6 the majority of the

strong correlations indicate that good parenting behavior in

relation to television control often goes withmith favorable

attitudes bowardtouardtowardhouardhoward family hodehonehome evenings the strongest correla-

tion r .5151 indicates that thosethese wacuhcwhc read more than theytoey

watchmatch tuyTVItuptvstus thereby settingsettlingsetti theirIng children a good example of

selective vieringvieuingviewingtvi areewingeuing dotdob the ones mhowho find the family home

evening manual dull parents whomho takelakemake the trouble to explain

to their children their objections to certaincert scenes3inain or shoosshows

y
at this point it nightmight occur to the reader that a factor

analysisaialysisdialysis of the full 100 variables should have been carried
ub this uasaas nolnotnob possible nor auld the results have been
saningfulaaningf if it had seenteen possibleposs becauseP the number of subsutsetseb

ejectsjectsactsects 54 wouldmouldmouid hava been less than thebhe numbernumbsrnuimber of variablesvariavaniavanla
100loo000foo

hiosblosblog
and factor analysis cannot be meaningfully run under

tosst conditionsoseoss ittt I1touldrouldouldouidt not have benbaenbeen very meaningfumeaningful veneven
if additional subjects had beedbeanbeen obtained to allou the running
cf the larger analysis because the nainmain factors which would
have emerged mouldwouldmouid merely have reflected the tactfact that 50 of
thethat itemsha dealt mithwith one topic and 50 withwibb another only if
it merewere possible to prevent this simple methodological finding
from emerging mouldwouldmouid a factor analysis be useful finally of
course a 100 variable factor analysis is not the cheapest to
run nor the easiest to interpret
xxx

often
x

the easiest wayidaymay to understand the negative correlations
is to reverse the meanings of one of the twotuo items and treat the
correlation as positive this has ben done several times in
the text tabletabie 8 givesaivesalvesolves the items and correlations as they
occurred howeverhohouhowhommeverueverever

2 1

ch lden
no

1 le

e
f

f of

f

meaning fu

ould

tose

the

ab
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also tend to affirm that family home evening helps unify the

family r 45 such parents also tend to feel that family

home evening gives them a chance to bear preachyunpreachyun testimonies

r 42 those mhowho believe that FHE helps them live the gospel

are also less prone to use thathe TV as a babysitter uhenwhen they wadtwant to

be alone than those whoohotho do nchnet think so r 42 and those uhnwho

have a TV deadline on school nights believe FHE helps their

children get along better in other social situations r 42

table 8 strongly significant correlations betheenbetueen TV items
and FHE items

y Ay y y f

TV itemluem paraphrased LeheFHE itomthemthom paraphrased j

25 1I read more than I1 batchuatch TV 3 the manual is dull 51

3 1I explain buhyuhy I1 object to 11 FHE helps unify u
certain TV contentecontentscontent 45

31 1I explain why I1 object to 9 FHE gives opportunity t
certain TV content bear an unpreachypreachyun testimony 42

49 1I use TV as a babysitter uhen 1 FHE helps us live the gospel
I1 need time alone 42

47 TV as babysitter uhen uantauantaaruar time 50 kids learn more from family
with spouse experiences than lessons 43.43

50 if kids bored I1 encourage 13 family benefits more from
TV batchinguatching doing things than a lesson 42

8 if 3 good shows on kids can 35 dongdonot hold FHE because my

wetchwatchmetch all 3 lessons are dull 44

8 if 3 good shows on kids can 24 uewe aluaysaldays hold FHE on
batchljatchuatch all 3 monday nights .4444

5 1I only allouallow certain shows 35 donadon1dont hold FHE because my

lessons are dull 45

laraphrasedn rfw C
1.1

34

311 ut

tn

i & iii1y

1

sign-i icanb

do-ing

43

44
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table 8 strongly significant correlations between TV iiamsitamsitems

001ooi

taibtalb

lacaLaraphrased I1rasellrasedl paraphrasedlaraphrased

and eheFHEFNEene items continued
y y

TV item paraphrased

6 1I only allouallow watching at
certain times

44 watching TV increases kids
vocabulary

3 school nights have a TV

deadline

36 1I encourage matchingwatching sesame
street

29 I1 encourage kids to matchwatch
adult shows to prepare themthanthentham

r

8

FHE

FHE

item

promotes

paraphrased

children

37

getting

1I

along

prepare

42

the

hard

lessons

to

on

have

monday

FHE

43

because

so

kids

much

wont

churchy

cooperate

dont

34

need

Uswe

a

follow

religiousceligrelig

the

lessonicus

manual closelycl 42osaiosal

for this sample size any correlation of 430.430 or larger is signi-
ficant at the .001001 level cr more

i fn A

see appendix B for the exact ordingwordinguj

see appendix C for the exact wording

on the other handyhandt those uhoijho reject somesame aspects of a structured

family honehomeeone evening also indulge in sonesome poor or at least question-

able television control behaviors for exampleexam thosepletplatplav mhowhoubo tend to

feel that their children learn more from actual family experiences

than from hearing about other families in the manual also use TV

to babysit their children whileuhlie thaythey spend time mithwith their spouses

r .4343 likewiseLike thoseuisemise who suggest TV as a wayuay to alleviate

their childrenschild boredomcentsrents tend to reject a structured lesson in

favor of a family activity r .4242

icontinuedl

paraph

ce

church

290

9 2

43

42

430

43

42

42

62

aho

43.43

.4242

.4242

62.62
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rutrul est

oneode howeverho thosemeveruever mhowho allouallow

only certain shows excuse their failure to hold FHEFHI on the basis

of theirthdir dull lessons r 45r those who only allouallow television

viewing at certain times of the day tend to prepare their lessons

on monday rs 42y a practice that the church does not encourage

those ehowho affirm the somewhat dubious proposition that watchingwatz

television

hing

increases vocabulary are not inclined to agree that

the family gets so much church another religious lesson atal homehore is

not needed r 43.43 encouragingencouragil the youngest children to matchwatch

sesame street a program tidely held to have principallyprincipi prosccialally

consequencesconsequence correlatescorrel withtateslates the excuse that the children fail to

cooperate in FHE making it handhardard to hold successful ones r 2.2

doesdees sesame street so heighten heir expectations of entertaining

instructionsinstructionyinstructiont or provide themther ujithuitulludith such cooperativeuncooperativeLn mcdelsmodelsmcdell that

they learn to be difficult in family honehome evening the causal

y

this wasmas originally intended as an indication of positive control
because it shows that vieuirg time is not arbitrarily decided
houcverhoucvero it may also shou that viewingvleming timetinetice is not controlled at all

some of the TV statements bespeak an issue cf strictness or

lack of it in setting family rulesy and sometimessonetinessometinessomesone thesetines gogc togethertcgthetcgethertc

mithwith

gether

strictness in family homehone eveningeningCv those whomho let their chil

dren matchwatch three good shoesshows if4 threeF are onan in a single evening

admit to not holding it on monday nights r 44.44

the picture of family TV habits and the use of family home

evening is not a completely clear oney

v

r

r .4242

not

1

ig

s- ue

st

44

43

esp

45

42

and 42

sce

.4545

.4242
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lonsiongionscorccorrelal

houhoeeveraeverq

tantcn ju3

07

relationship locks tsnlou3

finally and perhaps mestnest strangely a tendency to follow the

manual closely goes withmith encouraging children to match adult

shows suso as to prepare themselvesthemthen forselves U e r .4242 uhliewhileehile

much uouldbould depend on houhowhod the parent interprets adult shows the

conforming adherence to the manual seems an unlikely correlatecorrelacorreia of

urging children to expose themselves to adult TV fare

one possibly tuotjo of the above correlations may reflect
medelymerelyrarely chance results the least interpretable correlations are

the first ones suspected of course but there is no uayway of knowing

forfonf sureor which theythemtheg acsarsadsa

one

2

caution to keep in mind in considering these correlations

and thaseth3se thaithattha follow is that the Q type withtith the mostnostcost people has

the greatest weight in determining the correlations among stabestatestatstae
mentomentsdentodents thus type 11II lith 22 people nas over three times the

impact of type IV with only seven people holeverhoueverHo touever the extantextent

the total sampiesample of 5 people deflectsreflects the orientation of the active

ldald3 church membermembsr in the US on these issues it is appropriate

that the most papuloushaplpapl typelousious should have hethebhe most impact

one final comsntcomentconcan isment in order regardinggardingra taaletabletabiletaala 8 the first
TV itemitemsitemy statement 25 concerning reading more than uatchingbatching TV has

no other significant correlations uithaith any FHE itemiten in the contextcontsxtcontgxt

this is using a tuotwo tailailtalitaii4 .05051 level of significance as a cut off
pointpoints this drives the size of the correlation considered doun
to .2828 rather than the 30 utilized earlier in contrasting the
results from the tuotwobuo sets of items separately

e

1
1 oi1 coursescoursel

th se

correlal

56

item9

s

1

1

42

tuo

05

28

ali
iha

jua
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39tb

absence

of any completely uncorrelated items speaks meiluellwellmelimell for the

reliability and quality of the measurement in this part of

the study

table 9 outlines the other important correlations ubichwhich are

significant at the 01 levellevei in a twotuo tailed test there are

33 of them

table 9 significantsi correlationsn4ficant between TV itemsterns and FHE itemitems

TV item paraphrased

18

eheFHEPIS

family

itemfleailea
decides

parai2hras9jj

in

x

advanceedvance ahatuhat 17
shows to matchwatch

50

1

tf kids bored 1I encourage
TV matchinauatchingwatchinawabwat

34

chinochina

illitchujabchillatch national geographic 6

spialsspiarsspispasp7spi

34

alsaisslais

uatchbatch nationalMat geographicional 40
specials

uewe

38

hold

encourage

FHE

watchingmatching

regularly

once

but

19

get

upon

no

a

good

classic

sultsresultssuitsneireinel 39.39

weuiebie try to bobe regular but
FHE interferes with homehamhom
workmork etc

like

.3737

FHE because it brings
us togethertogatogs .3737ther

paraphrased
y y f

1 dolltoon1donlt let kids batchuatchwatch until their 10
chores and homeuorkhomeworxhomeworthomebome areworx doedone

often use FHE as a problem
solving session

FHE helps parents commieconnucommij

nicatelicate ithwithtith kids

FHE promotes kids getting
along

e3

ofcf the other 11 TV items reported on in table 8 this makes it
unique the median number of significant correlations for those

11 is three mithwith item 49 having nine significant correlations

the median number of the complete set of 50 items is 333 with

every item having atat least one significant correlation and

eight items including item 25 having but one the

1

T f 4
u

A 0

41

41

37

37

ea

41.41

.4141
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35tg36

iceigeacs

I1

juallysually leads to bad
fellgsfellfellas 17157gs the familyramFam

20

lily

useusa riesthdod mantamaniarnanual for
or

jusuallyaily

36tg

filfyd

tgta

35tg

3828

4049

3536

felifeil

hanhen

aqpq

taletabletaietabie 9 gnificantsignificant correlations between TV tenstems and eheFHEehg items

pribileprivile D sseSSOese

9

continugd

TV icemilem paraphrased

13 rule breakingealingbr punished by
lifting TV privileges

49 j hsn tilill I1 ask kids to watch
TV so I1 can rest

49 I1 use TV as a babysitter uhenwhenunen 49
I1 roadroed timetine aloneslonesione

49

FHEFREereehe

1I

I1itemiten

tsaise

temten naradhrasedparaphrased

TV

fhe

as

helpselps

a

us

babysitterbaby

live

whenuhenGitter

toethetae

T

gospel

need

kidsgiesgilds

timeime

laurnisarnlazrn

alone

nozenoremoze

49

from

1I

family

use

experiences

TV

than

a

lessons

a

uewe

babysitter

dont

uhenwhen

knodknow

I1
FH

houhow

need
7

to

timetitieti

gatgetgabgeb

aloneme

FHE

2

started

dnon

in

nonschoolnonsc7ooldonnondan

our

nightsschool

family

kids

FC

dong

holes

25

parents

havehae

commun-
icate

to

aithuith

stop

kids

at

36.363

a
expect

G

particular
HE

timetinnetice
will

2

eventually

on

have

nonschoolnon

a

nightsschool

good

kids

effects

doitt

but

25

denttdon1dontt

have

like1122lillii

to

sonezonezomee

stop

ofof

at

it

a

36.36

particular
hold

airietirie
rid

2

regularly

on

but

nonschoolnon

donadon1donit

nightsriigschool

lielifeilfe
wlaskiaskicswlosts

aresresoesogsc

dontjont
of it 35.35

IL P try to be agularregular2gularr but FHEPHEehe
intprrcreshaeahavahave ithcjifchito homeuorethoneuorkyhomhonstop etzetceuorkyat a particular ticetire

5

interi

the

eres

nanual is dull

xy

36.36

.404049.49

35.3536.36

36.3634

f

9

C thetteFH

I1
concom t i nuedaued

T V I1 t I1 a r 3rh r a 3 a d

il
rest

50

T
I1

as lcs

don 2 6

effect

F L

ti je e

19 we

FHE
4nounotmou al1 lowedallotedallouedblowed to watch

25

171.7

parents matchwatch some soussobs hiekiopie
not allowed to matchwatchmetch

8

0

if

r

3

ru

good

CE

shcussacus

lessons

on 47wildskids ofte1tenatencancad forgat
matchwatch

to
all

have
three

FHEFHLshlshe

3536 49encourage uewematchingwatching dorrsesame knowst houhow

31

to

1I

gatget

explain

FHE

why

started

I1

in

object

our

certain

family

TV

49
content

welielle

37

cont

1

know

prepareprepa-re

houhowhom

lessons

to

on

get

riondar1ondamonda&

FHE

.4040

started

39

in

F

our

ne

family

39.39

S

to

01

sta ted

matse 36

36

36

35

40

35

39

lle

cres

match

continued

axy

r I11

lually

.3635.3536

2526 parents watchmatch somesoma chousshous wloskioskiaswlas
not allowed to watch

25261 parents utchazwz somesoretch shcujsshcwsshows kids
motnotrot

35.35

.3939

.3535

38.38
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I1
T

ilylly

siwsil ni N cant correlations betweenbetbeb TV

e-

en itemsliens and FHE items

39tg

lthalth

on

table 9 significant
continued

a
TV it Q m para hrase359aj

20 uewe batchjatchwatchmatch ehatwhat the fussiestfuss kidiest
mantswants to watch

20 uewe batchuatchwatch uhatahat the fussiestfuss kidiest
wants to watch

23 1I usually watchmatch the neus

23 I1 usually watch the neusreusnews

40 lyflynyf kids fight norgnoremorg after sat
morning cartoons

40 llyflyilyliyity kids fight more afterafteaate sat
morning cartoons

33 pm concerned about TV effects
on my kids behavior

15 1I speak sharply if kids neglect
chores for TV

13 rule ealingbreakingbr punished by
lifting TV privileges

41 TV an effectiveeffecteffecc occupioccupierivelve of0
kids

9 if kids dodd extra chores on

their ounownoen they get to matchwatch
ebraetraextraetca TV

9 if kids do extra chores on
their owdounown they get to eatch
extra TV

37 1I watch a showshou at night mithwith
my kids

i t f

FHEPHE I1 bemtentem paraphrasedaraphras

5 FHE helps kids learn to
give lessonslessorsles

33

sors

lessons in thebhetha manual irre
levant to our family1family
problems

30 my kids dotdont like lessons
from the nanual

5 FHE helps kids learn to
give lessons

31 we dondont have FHE dootdontdont
ilkelike this yeasyears manualnanual

37

ravrxv

1I

353.5

prepare

.3939

lessons

.4141

on

37.37

monday

39.39

4546

39-

41

family

37.37

tco

ar3r

busy to have
regular FHE

29 dewe trytny4 to1 followfollcufollcwry the
manual closely

4 church should emphasize
FHE less and gospel
principles nonenorenors

224 use manual mith little kids
and other church materials
aithuith ciderelderciden

11 FHE helps unify us

37 1I prepare lessons on
monday

26 expect FHE will eventually
have a good effscty but
dont like sometomebome of it

for this sample size any correlation of .3535 or larger is significant
at the 01.01 levailevallevel twotuohuobuolmoluo tails
SBBsee appendix 8 for the exact wording
see appendix C for the ex3ctexact wording

I1

T V 1 te lparaohrasqdk P

fnomrom

7 1

sh noplynrply

49

n ua
ki d s

f

ds effect

1
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35
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35

39

41

37

39

37

36

40

35
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36.36
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36tgtzg316

borehoreboce jorljortjor are done first correlates mihnwith

believing FHE is a good uayway to bring the famllyfamelyiani gethertogethertcly punishingPunis

rule

ning

breaking in the family by removing childrenschildren television

privileges correlates lithwith lievingbelievingte FHE helps in living the gospalgaspal

parents ubowhomho are lax or negative about TV also segisesiseglsee-i to be unfavor-

able to family home eningeveningCv not having a specific time for children

to stop matchingwatching is related to not liking FHE but expecting it
ulii eventually have a good affect r .3535 holding FHE regularly

but not liking it r 36.36316.316 and trying to be regular about holding

it but finding that it interferes with homework escretcetcrr 3536.36

3531ti

livilitliv li ng

38tb

qualquai 411y

3635

th4tha nk f4e

91

by in large these correlations add detail and strength to the

principal interpretation givengienglengleen to table 68 good parenting in tele-

vision control tends to go lith favorablefajorablefajo attitudesrable mcwardtcuardtcward family

homehone evening some of the specifics are otthworthorthw noticing howeverho

families

mevecueverlever

ubowho plan their TV matchingwatching also tend to utilize

family home evening for occasional family problem solving r .4141

parents mhowhouhn believe FHE promotes parentchildparent mmunicationcommunicationccchild are not

prone to send bored children totc thabbsbhe television for amusement i1 .4141

parents mhowho select 11ationalmationalmatronalnatMat geographicionallonallonai specials oreqreare unonuponudon a classic

and presumably otherothe similar quality programs also believe emeFMEFIIEeweeiteelte

helps children learn to get along do not think F E has no good

results and do not complain about it interfering with other

important things r 0.0 38.38 aneandard .3737 respectively

parents mhowho provide structure and family rules for television

viewing also seem to favorfavcrlavcr various aspects of family honnhonehornhonahoca evadingeveningevaEvsne

thusthucthuoy

ning

insisting chores and horejor

a eijnon CI assir s

r

319t

f

tlhe f

unfavo

41

37

41

joc

fae

31.315.5
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henbenhan

ofletiletibe

39tg

insids

ratenraben

eondonae1e 0 jn I1

thathq farny r .3939 and uatcningu6tching the nesnewsnems is related both to

r 36 paierts explaining uhybuhy chsy object tc certain

TV content iric also related to not nouingknowing houhowhot to get FHE started

r 38 watching ahatlhat the fussiestfuss childiest cantsuants to matchwatch is

related both to thinkinginking FHE helps children learn to give lessens

r 35.35 and to thinking lessons in the manualnanual are irrelevant to

th

3 2

1arntsparantsgarants ualchingualchngwalual shomoshoesshownching tha their childrenildrerc cannotcarnot watch is

related fc preparing FHE lessons on cndyncndaynonday r c0 thinking

eheFHEFHLeeefelfeuI1 leads to bad feelings i the family r 39.39 nd not using

priesthood manuals forrorfocsor FHE lessons r 35.35 and letting

ildrenchildrenghildren oatchwatcheatch three hours of television if phraethrseuhrae good shows

are on is related to forgettingfcrgettforgett toing hold FHE r .395939

somesamesocesace of tsthebhe negative relationships are also interestinginteresfcinqo

againagainyagavny those mhowho shove their children off on television tend to

aloalsoaioaisoalao reiectrejectrebect aspects of the family honehopehomeho- e eveningevenevan programinq for

instance using tuTV as a babysitter whenhsn ill correlates mithwith believ-

ing in family experiences ratherrater tanthranhant lessorelessorslesso7san r 43 similarsinilar

babysimigbatysitti7g becsitemstemsbeasi correlatecorncorr udithujithwslate claimingclaciath notnoltdotining tc know houhobhow to get

the FHE programprgratprngrampr startorstart&rstarte4graT r 35 thinking the manualnanual is dullduilduli

r 35.35 and with dotnotdotnotdol believingbalievingbelievinnlievingba that freFHEFHL helps promote parent

child municatiorcornlnicationcomcoa r E

this table also does net give a corpletcly clear picture of

televisiontelo habitsvision and ifamilyamlianilacil hoehoahomehoce renineyeningreningeu attitudesttifcudcs once again

encouraging crallsrallsriall children to watch sesame street is related to

c negative FHE attittjd tfle dont acouknowamow houbou 0.0 gebget such a program

artedstartedll

to 40 khinkithinki n

4 a nily and

4le lingting

Gh

N E r

fam 1zlyilyziy sirn ijar

r 1 i r a t-h e nanua I1 is duu

36t

nr t

s

a att itudc iliIII111ril

SL objecttc

con tonttent notknowing

uan s

th HE

belieeinovinnelno

ardts

35

35

35

39

39

mth
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louing
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I1

rheITHE

innsinas

eamfam

lreairee

parentspnrents thinking their children dodc rotnot llelit111 lesconslesionslessons9.9 fromfron the

carvjalrarvjal r rl141agi and to thinking fheFHFeheehn celyshelysneirneif children learn to give

lessons r 37

it rjst also be noted bhatthatblat of the 26 statements that can

be interpreted as favorable to FHE in tables 8 and ap9y9p 20 are

attitude statements ie FHE helps unify usLIStis

vpesapes hs1 tethebhevasnas grtastirgatestgrirga ujeighmeitmeltmelweiueltasttesteast in1 determining1 the1

correlations among items aejgpjanj unttitlatlabent groupQTOUD is the one which tends

to navehave casual family honehome Eveningevenings

and FHE helps us

live the gospellygospelygospel to11 and do nodnobnot shedshad any light on ehatwhat the people

actually do oncn family hocehonehome eveningeveEvs thusning twethetha favorable attit-

ude toardtojardtowardto FHEard and positive TVrv relationships dado not necessarily

mennmenumeaumean that th people hovehave fenilyfsnilyfaar homehonzromerodzilyliy eveningevadingeveeva asi strictlyinairalna outlined

by the church but may have somewhat cas

q

th r ng there r
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I1 jia512

specspeg I1

jeseiese parents generallygenc usedzally negative sorrforrsorf retr

encilenciu4jents ol01 di fobediemcadiobediencs to TV

rules andard of0 inappropriate scenes appearingappe onaring TV

lielle thijsethjsetircse garantsparantspa sayants FIHEFHEphe is a

goodgoda beneficial programogranogramognanpr they only hold it about half thothe tine

and nlycnlyanly use the manual abouta halfcut of those timestinesbinesbimes

analysisan oflysis the Q sort itsitss pzodljc2jprsducsj four tynestypes of01 parentparentsparento

taosothosjtnoso inswnensenz arearcarg bamilyfanilyramily pemepumehomehemeweme erincesz cnnfqrnistscnfocinforinc arlrnists antitelavision

thos ahojho have casual family hoiehoimeboiebolebolmeboine eveningseven-ings but are basically

positive ir theintheir television control those mnoono are pro television

godand inclircdinhinc toairedlired use it as a babysitterbaby andsitter are unenthusiastic

aboutab FHEzut and those ubo are aartiantiaanti ehefhe but basically positive

in their television controlcontcort couplesrolcolcoi did not necessarily fitfi into1

thethu

lt

ame2amebame type there were six couples tintypeintype

mtstis

niyaly

cac1
1
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behaviorbehojiorbehavlor these peop12peoplaleopla express about FHE and to examine possible

relationships between thebhehe kind of family horre evening parents

hold and the type of television control they exerciseexercisq

fiftyfourFifty peoplefour uerebere randomly selected from three regions

mestwest intermountain and miduestmiguest and interviewed they

mercweremernwern each given a self report packet of materials madenadeoadedade up of a

survey questicrrairequestic7nire and tuc fity statestatesntent Q sort decks the

data from assetssetl materials7naselase djsujsuau3 subjecteds to SPSS and Q analysis
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hayhatheyue aonesomesoneeone negative TV controls egcg sometimes

using the television as a means of punishment and reward after

all if a person is somewhatsonewhat nonconformistcbnformisttdonnon it is as easy for him

to be negatively so as positively so

the third group of people described in this study represent

people who have negative attitudes about things in general and mhowho

do not like responsibility they are unenthusiastic about family

home evening think it is difficult to hold and think it interferes

bieble

somesonewhat

97

bimetime limits on viewing and do not discuss television either uhatahat

can bsbe matchedwatched or ahatuhat is seenseer mith their children

these people provide the answers to the questiquestion posed in

chapter one are parents who are moot conscientious about

holding church outlined family homehonehode evenings also most prone to

positive television control thepietiette arsusrarsu2r is to

the second and most prevalent group of people described

by these findings represent people mho are concerned about inter-

personal relationships but whomho goco about developing and strengthening

them in a rather casual nonconformistnon mannerconformist these people do

not follow the outlined FHE program too strictly they are as 3ptapt

to have a lesson fronfrom some othar source or even an activity as

they are to have a lesson from the manual

these people are the kind mhowho talk to each other and to

theirheir children so it is not too surprising that they tend to discuss

television thathe whole family decides ahatuhat is going to be seen and

the parents batchuatch withmith their children and talltailtaii mith thenthemthorn about

whatuhatwh2t they see it is also not overly surprising that some of the

people in this group have
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with otheroat011o thingsher11 uhenjhen they dc hold it
thessthese people are scoesonesomescog hat negative about their children asao uell

if they mantwant

ocrt3rt statements point to a group of

people ujhjwh have accodccodcccd attitudesattittud about family hone evening who also havekave

positive televisiu0telcvisiu control heaverhuaverh7uaverHu thereaver meraweremergmere not enough concrete

behaviors hovinhavinnhavinhavian jgr11jagr correlationscortacorrag tolations tell

I1 ng

I1

ortoct

hantbart

whakwhat kind of family home

evening the people uithaith theethese positive attitudes had

these groups of proolepgoolep3001e ansueranguer the second question posed in

chapter one if conscientiousness in following the outlined FHE

program is nobnot related to positive television control what relationship

does exist they also indicate that there are irdeedtourirdded typesfour of

families aithuith regard to MEFHEehe although the groups are slightly

atcnedatoned

the ccrreiaticnsccrrelationscorrelations of

chaptch&ptaeruer

aqnq and their holehoie

danilyfanilyamilyI1 decides uhatlhatbuhat is to bp

to be alone or think their children are boredaboredy they send

them off lo10 matchwatch television

these people may have these behaviors simplysinplyginply because thaythey do

rot like FHE or their children but they maynay also exist because this
group does not lantlarthant the responsibility of planning FHE or taking care of

their children

the fourth group of people described in this study represent

people mhowho can be conscientious in one area of parenting behavior even

iflif they are against another area they are basically antifheantifoeanti ndFHE do

nobnot have a structured lessonlessorlesies holeverhoueverioueverfHoS theyueveror do participate in a lot

of family activities and they have bacicallybarlcallybasicallybacibarlbaribazlbazi positivecallycaily television

control they do detnet use the VTV sas a cans cfef punishment and revardyreuardy

they do notdot set arbitrary t enon TV vieuinqvieu inainqlnans liftlljt

f 0 bored
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frayfras

ieslessonsysonst

specifyspecifi allyaily

feetsfhets and television control are

a resuitresultresultresuit of these personalities if that is true it means that at

least in the area of TV ccntrolcontrol the danilyfanilyfamily hone evening programpr doesduesogramogranognan

not change parenting behaviors

knowing that favorablefavo attitudesatziadzizatieratiezahie bowardtowardludes FHLFHE are related to

positive television controls andaid knowingknouingnowingno thabthatthalbhatuhalwinowing there1 are four groupgroups

of US LDS people mithwith regard to television and FHE has tuotwo nain

inplicationsimplications

firstellselis it implies that chilejhileuhlie t3y mayrrayray be caused by a third

factor ie parental personality a religious behaviorbehavicr FHE and a

secular behavior TV control are relatedrelate this leads one to the

question ifIT one parentingrentingcentingpL behavior is changed uliiwill the otharother be

changed andor eiliwill the parental personalitypsrsonalitypqrsonality be changed or if

the parental personality is changed willwiil

talit2li ileeleeie

ar3r

these groups of people also answer the third question in

chapter one ehatbhatwhatehab are the possible explanations for the relationships

betweenhetbetheb FHEueenjeen and TV that do exist by indicating that they exist as03

a result of the parentsparents1 personalities they shoushow that withiiuithinwithinwithie ther

church there exist various types of parents mithwith various personalities

theethey also indicate that the hindskinds of FHE

persorpelsor ali ties

59

different from those suggested in chapter one specifically

while the type C people dc notnetdetdot usually hold structured lessons

they do not have a lot of family activitieseithactivitieseithr

either or both of the

behaviors be changed

secondly if it is assumedassured that thetilebaehaeti bastabast1le type parent is one

uhoaho discusses things uithaith his children rather than merely laying doun

rules perhaps the church should alter its approach to the family
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eheFHEeneewe helps bring

unity to our karmilyfanilyyfarmilyfawfarmilytllytily

attlaattilattia1ududes

tsto cipislpisep parents becometecoma bettor roughthroughthl uorkinguarkirgcorking

encn discussingdiscuss ing listeninglistoningy and understanding instead ofcpc jusijustjusjuetjugijugP lesson1
1

givingglvinc

thirdly parhas stoc cbjrcr should pend surra of the energyenyrgyenargy

it nounojnow spandsspanes on promotir3 danilyfanily horriehomehoce evadingevaningevon on maningmaking parents amareawareamadeamace

that not only is there a need to cxsrcige some control over their

children television viedingvieuingeuingvi thedethoretherethode arearc good and bad uaysbays to do so

it would not be too difficult for th church to give parents suggestions

on wa3ilaya they cincan positively ccntrclcontrclcontrol their childrenchildrens TV

slosyo

ciacla

honehohe evening program sorenasoreracorerasoreso

first

j-atrenarera
perhaps the chruch houldshould put less emphasis on

familyfenily homehoneho eveningne as a structuredstructjredstructlired program and more encn the portanceimportancein

of baingbeing a family it is pcssiblepossible that the present FHE program is

something like the wardjcrdwcrd cfof liscomlisaom adaptedLisa toom the weakestnjaakestwaakestnjaa ofwestkestwesc those mhowhoubo

can be called saints but people whomho simply have FEE because the

church says to may babe ro better off bhanthan if they did not havehake it
secondly perhaps the church could capitalize on the general

attitudeattitudle bouardtouardtoward FHE favorable attitudes touard family home evening

are relatedrelarala tot positiveed television controls and although there

are SCTC parents uhoaho simply do ntnot like the idea of rheyFHEI moshmostostrr have

at yeastleast a feu favorable attitudes touardtoward the general concept if
bhethetiattatte church shiftedshiftsd ito echainechaissrec fromfronerocedom7a thebhezissis structure of tha program to

its gcalgoalacal makingcaking mothers arriartenriantanc

bebbbett eithwith cumcurcuxcuz children

faorfani ly

thebhe

haishals

attiattl tudietudletucie

sucuspcu e and mme

communicate bettarbettzr

understandsunderstandi ng

exercexert ige

fathers better parents it nichtmight bobc blo

to use attitudes like I1 t ink fileFHEflieeheebe helps my sprucespcuce
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possible criticismsCritic orofiGns the studastudystudvstudz

onaons of the first criticisms that can be aademadefrade of this study

is the sample size it can be justifiably argued that one cannot make

generalizations about the US church populationpopO fromlation 54 people

howeverHo thisuever maswas an exploratory study it sought to ansueranguer certain

questions and examine possible relationships rot to prove or disprove

a theonytheory therefore it is not inappropriateinaporcpriatginapprcpriate to point to certain

trends that seen evident evanevsn tath only 5 people mithwith the hope

that sonsomeoneeoneeore else ailluill study them in greater detail the smallness of

the sampiesample size cancarcac also be at least partially justified because of the

nature 0 q- in r it is desirable to have a smallsnailonalismail Nc because1 the

people become bhethe variables and the statements the sample

another thing that could be criticized or at least questioned

is the fact that the tuo Q ortsnorts lerewere analyzed together this was done

because it maswas impossible to do them separatelysepsrately3eperately withoutuithout reducing

the samplesampie sizegize even further A factor analysis could not be done

mithwith 554 people and 50 statestatementsrents or variablesvariablesyvaciavaria becauseblesy the themathemdticsmathematics

of tha program irsteadarstirst ofead the sorting behavior boulduculduould bavehovehave determined

the outcome

the samplesanplesa couldaipleiple have been reduced by dividing it according

to sex then four factor analyses wouldilouldifould have to have been done

and eveneverevedcven if they had produced significant typestypesy it wouldmouidmould have been

difficult to compare the factors of one solution with bhethothe factors of

the ot cr the comparisionscompari uouldbouldsions have been subjective and might not

have been informative combining the 100 statements automatically

evidentev3n 54

at

of Q

and

questi onedboned

41uo
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lablatiab

axearfate

I1 cac2

ol01

102103

gave assurance that hothbothnothnohhzoth FHIFHE end TV attitudesat anditudas behviorrbahzivior7 tould

be usdusadasad to differentiatedifiordifror peoplecscpscentinneentinte and that thay couldoijld2ouldbould do so50 to the

extent that they actually erewereesremerew differentdifferfdiffertdiff
one

ereerFede

other

nt

aspect thabthat could be criticized is that the Q

staterrsntsstatemenicz jerewerei not completelyccnpletalyconpletely representative it could be argured

that since each statementshatstat hadamentanent at least caecueoneoae significant correlatecorrelationcorrelati
in the correlation matrix of TV and FH items the statements

lere at least reasonably representantrepresentativerepresentat but the only real answer

to this criticism is that it is difficult to comielomeconielooeconle up mithwith all of the

elements that are involved in ouchsuchzuchauchcuch complex areas as TV and FHE

anyone iho continuesconticonli thisnues linelinclinh of research should choose the

stateincrtsstatensrts that are noetnostmostmoet importantinport inarbartant dstsrnuninq types of pecpl0

and in establishing trendsy and then conecomecocecong up lithwith oth2rsotharsothart that willuillaill
cover morenorenoneconemone of the attitudesattitude people hold ardendanderd behaviorsbehavicrsbekbeh thoysvicrs have

speciricallyyspeciricallyspecifically a neunewreuremnem researcher nightr loolook100ino for corenoremoreoore statements that

give borerreroreroce concrete evidence of011oiloft fafailyilyllyliy homehoehoahocehora evening behaviorhaviorUe

suqiqtions 1fccjcr fortierrurtrfurtier researchrese

the findingsflin fromfrondingsdidgs t is asearchresearch could point obnerotnerct researcherresearcherser

in several directions for

between

one

the

thingthingythings

religiousreligiojsreligiclis

knowing

parenting

telcvis

that

behavior

there

FHfheehefae

is

and

a

the

relationship

secularsscularsaacularcularsamsaaska one

television controlscontrolycontrolvcont arolsrolyrolvrois study could be dona to see if religious

parentingparmi behaviorbchavicrbehavicrting in other dencninationsdcnninaticjns is related to parental

control of childrcnlschildrens television
in thiothis study it is suggestedcogougzog thatgested the causecamecage for the relationshiprelaticnsrelations ip

asserassur ncc
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tae110510 pers3n3lity of the parent

howeverHo onlyuever further research can really determine the cause

and a final group of things that could be studied in

greater depthdopth are wheuhywhybuhy females tended to have less negative control

than males why age was important in determdotorudegermdo tigtoretoru a persons Q type

and anetherunetherwnether the heterogeneity ofol01 couples1 in their Q0 types aasuas

actually a factor in determining the type they fit into

concludirqconcludicza comments

this study has not attempted to prove or disprove bhethe

negativeneoative claims about television ueth regard to violence sex

and perception cf reality jt discusseddiscussesJis thesecussedcussen potential hazards

as a mayuayway of showing that parentsparens need to b aguareaiiareatuare ofof the possible

detrimentalrinertal effects televisicrtjievisicr viewing has onoiloll theirthir ildronchildrenchildronchaldronch butbuheuh

the ourposeourpcsepurpose of the study wagwas to see if parenting haviorbahaviorbehaviorba in a

religiousro arealinous tas related too0 darentlnparenting behavior in a secular area

finding that there isi a7 relationshiprelatiorship1 betheenbetuesnbetueenworshipiorship the tuo certainly

lackslack the magnitudeneignitudenagnitude c developing the th

bliELIelf t

betweenbetuaenbetwoen FHCFIHE ardandar televisioneled controlvision i t7el10 pecsonperson 31 i-l icy

thorytkory
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relrei tivitytivity
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lenthallential

of relativity but

evedeveneueneuc cky3kyn scrapers cannot stanestand withoutuithout oundaticns73undaticns and foundations

cannot be irademadetrade withoutuithcutwithcut the gravel beedeneededneede for the tenentcement this

study maynay be no more khanthan cuecne of the pebbles going into the foundation

of communication theory but it maynay prove to be an important pebble
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appendix A

survey questionnaire

1 howhou many of the followingfoifol typeslouing of publications come into your
home regularly and are read by you or some member of your
household

daily newspapersnewspapersnewsNeus

weekly

papers

newspapersNeusnems

magazineshaqazines

papers

please list

2 houhow many individuals live in your household

number ages

parents

daughters

sons

grandparentsgrandparantsGrandpa

other

rants

23 do you have any children not living at home if you do
houhow many

A4 which ofodtheofthethe followingfoifol categorieslouing best represents the total
income for this year for your household

under 5000 320000 to 24999

35000 to 89999890999 25000325000 to 34999349999

109000510000 to 514999 33500035000 to 45000345000945000

jnsooo15000 to 19999819999 over 345000450000

5 which of thethy followingfolfoi joblouing titles is the most similar to your
occupation

professionaltechnicalProfessional farmTechnical laborerforemanLaborer
farm

Foreman

dunermanagerownermanagerounerDunerOwner retiredManager

manager official and business owneromnerownen unemployeddisabledUnemployed

clericalsalesClerical
Disabled

workerSales housewifenothouseuifenotHousewife innot
labor ranceforcefarceronceskilled craftsmanforemanCraftsman

service
Foreman

vorkerworker private household and laoorore906r

5000

student

napers

nob
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6 what is your age

7 sex

8 which of the following best describes your formal schooling

less than high school graduate

high school graduate

attended somecollegesome

attended

college

trade school

college graduate

somsgomegomsmomeromesome postgraduatepost workmorkmonkgraduate

advanced degree

other please specify

othenother

9 howhou many operating television sets do you have in your household

10 do you have a television set in your bedroom

11 do any of your children have their ounown television if yes
bouhouhowbowhonbon many

12 which of the following best describes where your family television
is kept

someplace where the children can only get at it withmith our
permission

in a room chereuhere the family only gathers to watchwatah TV

in the room where the family usually gathers

atherjther please specify

13 please number the followingfolfoi showslouing from 1 to 5 according to your
preference 5 for most preferredpre andferrad 1I enrforenz least preferred place
an 0 by the shows you are not familiar ithwithu ie

0 1 2 3 4 5
man from atlantis X

0 1 2 3 4 5

maudadaudemaudenaudenauda

starsky and hutch

family

happy days

little house on the prairie

masterpiece theater
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0 1 2 3 4 5

welcome back kotter

chari16scharlie angelsangela

chatisuhaswhatis happening

kojak

14 mrshrshnsmcs jones came home frofromerom a PTA meeting at 830 pm and found her 12
year old daughter watching police ucmanwoman a shoushowshom she had forbiddentocTorfoc herbidden
to matchwatch she turned off the levisiontelevisionta set and sent her daughter to
bed in spite of her complaints that it wasnt her bed time yet

do you agree with her course of action why

15 nrmr smith and his son tom were batchinguatching a television shoushow they watched
together every meekweek tom was also doing his homework there maawasmas a
scene mrfir smith strongly disapproved of he looked at tom he seemed
caught up in a math problem this shou is usually good and he doesntdoesn1doe3n1t
seem to have noticed that scene so unless he says something aboutlitabout
I1

lit
montwont bring it up mr smith said to tohimselfhimself

what would you have done in this situation

16 do you have a family home evening manual

17 if you have one where do you usually keep your family home evening manual

mithwith current magazines

with church books

on the coffee table

other please explain

18 in the past two months howhou many family home evenings have you eldheldheideidt

19 of those in howhouhoe many did you make specific use of the family home
evening manual

20 in houhodhowbowbou many did you use priesthood or relief society manuals andor
ensigns

m

whyt
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21 circle the number of times your family participated in the followingfoifol
activities

louing
during the last twotuo months

As an activity
0 1 2 3 4 or more sports

0 1 2 3 4 or more going to a movie

0 1 2 3 4 or more shopping trip
0 1 2 3 4 or more picnic

0 1 2 3 4 or more camping

0 1 2 3 4 or more home projectprojects ie
clean out garage make
decorations

0 1 2 3 4 or more service project ie
visit sick clean widows

As

yar

a family home evening

0 1 2 3 4 or more

0 1 2 3 4 or more

0 1 2 3 4 or moramoremonamone

0 1 2 3 4 or more

0 1 2 3 4 or more

0 1 2 3 4 or monamoramore

0 1 2 3 4 or more

0 1 2 3 4 or more other please specify 0 1 2 3 4 or more

22 what are the most important problems andor challenges facing you in
your life during the next 15 years

i1

2

3

0
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appendix B

television 0 sort statements

1 1I usually dontdon1dona ietlotlet my children matchwatchmalch television until their homauorkhomewatkhombhome
and

warkwatkwork
chores are done

2 whenuhen there is no school the next day I1 dontdong make my children stop
watching at a specific time

3 on a school night I1 usually make my children stop matchingwatching at a
specific time

4 if there are no really good shows on one day I1 dont let my children
watchmatch anything

5 1I allouallow my children to watch only certain shows

6 1I only let my children watchnatch television during certain hours of the
day

7 uewe never let our children stay homehone from any church meeting to watch
television

8 if there are three good shows in one eveningeven I1ingo let my children watch
three hours of television

9 if my children do extra chores without being askedy I1 isblgb them matchwatch
an extra television showshou

10 if my children display negative behaviorsibehavior think merewere learned from a
television shoushowshom I1 forbid them to watchmatch that shoushowshom again

11 if my children watch a television shoushowshom I1 disapprove ory I1 am more
likely to change the channel than argue with thethem about it

12 1I suspend ry childrenchildrentschildrens levisiontolevisiontalevisiontelevisiontota privileges uhenwhen they watch shows I1
have forbidden them to watch

13 if my children break a danilyfanilyfamily ruieruledulevrulev I1 sometimes punish them by sus-
pending theintheir television privileges

14 ubenuhenwheneheneben I1 find my children watching a television shoushowshom I1 disapprove of I1
usually turn off the setsot

15 1I speak sharply to my children whenuhen they wanderuander from their chores to
watchmatch television

16 uewe exercise more control ojerover our childrenschildren television viewing than
most parents

17 uewe never matchwatch TV on sunday

18 in our household the whoiewhole family decides in advance the shows to be
matchedwatched

asked

of

sII

child rents
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19 in our household the parents decide in advance whatnhat is appropriate
rorforron the children to watchmatch

20 uewe usually end up watching what the fussiestfuss childiest wantsmants to watch

21 whoeveruhoeveruhoevar is watchinghatchingmatching on a given night usually decides what looks
good and watchesmatches that

22 1I think my children areadultpreadultare enoughadult to decide for themselves whenuhen
and uhatwhatahat television shows they matchwatch

23 I17 usually watchnatch the nemsneusnews

24 1I think television programingprogrammingpro isgraming criticized more than is necessary

25 1I usually read more than I1 watch television

26 there are some shows my spouse and I1 matchwatch that uewe dont let our
children watch

27 if my children are watching a shou on one station and I1 wantnant to
watchmatch a showshou on another station I1 usually change it to ubabwhat I1 mantwant
to watch

28 1I usually dont interuptinterruptint myerupt children to help me do chores if they are
involved in a television showshoushon

29 1I encourage my children to matchwatch mature shouschous to help them prepare
for adulthood

30 1I often discuss with my children the problems they see on television
and bouhouhowbombow they relate to their lives

31 if I1 see behavior on television I1 dont like I1 usually tolitolltelltoilteliteil my child
whatthatthab I1 dont like about it

32 1I encourage my children to watch shows such as masterpiece theater

33 1I am concerned about the uayway certain shows seem to affect my childrenschild
behavior

rents

34 uewe usually try to natchwatchnauch national geographic specials

35 1I encourage my children to read as many hours as they watch television

36 1I usually encourage my small children to watch sesame street

37 1I usually watch at least one showshou a night while my children are watching

38 1I encourage my children to watch once upon A classic

39 my older children usually watchnatch the neusnewsnens

40 1I notice my children fight more atterotterafter watchinguatchingbatching saturday morning cartoons

for

1

clit 1drenidrenadren

beh vior
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41 1I find television an effective uayway to keep my children occupied

42 hymy children do things outside amremmre than they uatchbatch television

43 1I think watchingmatching television increases my childchilds creativity

44 1I think matchingOatwetweb televisionching increases my childs vocabulary

45 1I thinktelevisionthihktelevisionthink istelevision a positive force in raising my children

46 television is an effective way of broadening my childrenchildrentschildrens know-
ledge of the world

47 hymy spouse and I1 may encourage our children to watch television uhenwhorl
we want time alone together

48 if I1 am ill I1 have my children watchtatch television while I1 rest

49 if I1 anaednaed to be left alone to work on something I1 encourage my

children to watchmatch a television showshoushoo

50 uhenwhenhibenbiben my children are bored I1 sometimes encourage them to watch a
television showshou

childts

childdentsrentscents
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appendix C

family home evening 0 sort statements

1 holding family home evening helps our family to live the gospel

2 holding family home evening helps our children learn to deal with
their problems

3 1I think family home evening helps train my children to recognize
the spirit

4 1I think holding family home evening helps myny spouse and me communicate
better with cur children

5 family home evening helps our children learn to give lessons

6 1I think family home evening helps our children learn to read the
scriptures

7 family home evening is an effective uayway to teach the gospel

86 being togethertogs inther family home evening helps our children get along
better in other situations

9 family home evening gives me an opportunity to bear myny testimony to
my children without sounding preachy

10 1I like to have family home evening because it is the only time during
the meekweekweermeer whenuhen uewe can all be together

11 1I think holding family home evening helps bring unity to our family

12 uewe usually donttdon1dentt have a formal family home evening but uewe substitute
some special family activity almost every week

13 1I think our family benefits more from doing things together than by
having a structured lesson

14 uewe sometimes have family home evening on other nights than nondaymondayFlonfion

15

day

uawe usually have family home evening with another family

16 ueWe sometimeswesometimes have family home evening with investigator families

17 uewe often use family homehomb evening as a family problem solving session

18 our best family home evenings are the ones in whichubich uewe catch up on
things like lotterloiterlatteriatter writing and journal entries

19 although mewe try to hold family home evening regularly it interferes
withmithnith homework preparing dinner doing chores etc

20 uewe usually use the priesthood manual for our family home evening
lessons
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21 uewe usually supplement the lessons in thathe manual with articles in
church magazines

22 ue use the manual for our small children and some other church
publication for the older ones

23 weble seldom use the family home evening manual

24 wehiublu almost always have family home evening onan monday night

25 uewe hold family home evening regularly evoneven though there are some
things uewe dontdong like about the program

26 althoughAlthou thereah are some things I1 dislike aboutabouahou it I1 still hold
family home evening because I1 think it will eventually have a good
effectaffect on my children

27 uewe aluaysaldays go through the family home evening manual cover to cover

28 uewe almost always use the family home evening manual

29 uewe try to follow the manual closely

30 fymy children dont like lessons from the manual

31 ue dont have family home evening because I1 dont like the manual
this year

32 1I think the family home evening manual is geared too much for families
uhoaho have only small children

33 1I think many of the lessons in the manual irrelevant to the problems
ue face as a family

34 1I thinthink many odtheoftheorthe lessons in the manual are dull

35 1I am reluctant koto hold family homahome evening because I1 am afraid my

lessons are too boringbaring

36 ittsits difficult to hold family hodehomohome evening because I1 dont get the
lessons prepared meliuellwellmeil enough in advance

37 1I usually prepare my lessons on mondayhondaybonday

3638 family home evening usually leads to bad feelings of some kind in the
family

39 trying to squeeze family home evening into our familyfamilysfamilylsfam busyilys schedule
creates family disharmony

40 although ue hold family home evening regularly we seldom see any
good results

aboutit

i

asa

ls
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41 I17 am reluctant to hold family homehomo evening because I1 think my spouse
and children dotdonttdobdentt like it

42 it is difficult to have family home evening because my children uonouon1wontt
cooperate in taking part

43 uewe have so many church meetings during the moekweek that uewe dongdonst think
another religious lesson is necessary

44 uewe seldom have family homohome evening because one of us isn at home
on monday night

45 sometimessomeSoma uewetimbstimas dont get around to family homohome evenings because uawe
think it is more important rorfor our children to get their homework
and choreschoreaabores done

46 our family is so busy that it is hard to have familycamifami homey evening on
a regular basis

47 uewe often dont remember to have family home evening

48 the church should put more emphasis on the principles of the gospel
and less onan family home evening

49 uewe really dont know howhouhon to got a program like family home evening
started in our family

SO50 our children larnlearn more from the experiences uewe have asaas familya
then from hearing about some other family in a lasson

importantfor
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